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NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY
MOVE FORWARD WITH PURPOSE.
May 9, 2021

Dear Class of 2021:

On behalf of the North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University Board of Trustees, Board of Visitors, faculty, staff and students, congratulations on your graduation from our beloved institution. We are proud of you for reaching this milestone and applaud your success.

As chancellor and a proud alumnus of North Carolina A&T, it gives me great pleasure to celebrate this occasion with you. As you reflect on the experiences and accomplishments that have marked your A&T career, never forget the rich history and traditions of this wonderful university and the support of the faculty, family and friends who have been a source of inspiration to you during this chapter of your personal journey.

You stand at the threshold of a new beginning: The rest of your life starts today. I challenge you to take advantage of the opportunities that await you and commit to making a difference in the world. Today, you join a strong global community of alumni who share a common vision to lead, create, discover, inspire, dream and love ... because that’s what Aggies DO!

We wish you the best in the days and years ahead as you move forward to improve the world around you and embark on a lifetime of learning and achievement. Remember that greatness should not be measured only by your personal success, but by the lives you enrich along the way.

Sincerely,

Harold L. Martin, Sr.
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RESPONSE

LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING

Lift ev’ry voice and sing,
Till earth and Heaven ring,
Ring with the harmonies of Liberty;
Let our rejoicing rise
High as the list’ning skies,
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea.
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past
has taught us;
Sing a song full of the hope that the present
has brought us;
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun,
Let us march on till victory is won.

Stony the road we trod,
Bitter the chast’ning rod,
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died;
Yet with a steady beat,
Have not our weary feet
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed?
We have come over a way that with tears has
been watered;
We have come, treading our path thro’ the blood
of the slaughtered,
Out from the gloomy past,
Till now we stand at last
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast.

God of our weary years, God of our silent tears,
Thou who has brought us thus far on the way;
Thou who has by Thy might led us into the light,
Keep us forever in the path, we pray.
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God,
where we met Thee;
Lest our hearts drunk with the wine of the world,
we forget Thee;
Shadowed beneath Thy hand,
May we forever stand,
True to our God,
True to our native land.

ALMA MATER

ALMA MATER

Dear A. and T., dear A. and T., a monument indeed
Around thy base with grateful hearts behold thy students kneel.
We bless the pow’r that gave thee birth to help us in our need,
We’ll ever strive while here on earth all loyalty to yield.

REFRAIN
With joy, with joy, dear A. and T., thy students turn from thee
To spread thy trophies year by year from Dare to Cherokee.

Dear A. and T., dear A. and T., the signet thou shalt be,
Set by our great old commonwealth, proud boaster of the free;
She’d have the record of her worth on granite not inscribed—
Nay, let the children of her birth proclaim it by their lives.

Dear A. and T., dear A. and T., henceforth our aim shall be,
By precepts wise and deeds more sure to bless the State
through thee;
The arts of industry to wield against an idle foe.
A harvest rich from ripened field of what thy students sow.
STERLING K. BROWN
Actor

Two-time Emmy Award-winning actor Sterling K. Brown currently stars in NBC’s Emmy- and Golden Globe-nominated drama series “This Is Us.” For his role as Randall Pearson, he has received an Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actor in a Drama Series, as well as four consecutive nominations in the category. He also has received a Golden Globe Award for Best Performance by an Actor in a Drama Series, becoming the first African American actor to win his category in the award show’s 75-year history.

In addition to Emmy, Golden Globe and SAG accolades for his performance on “This Is Us,” Brown has won an NAACP Image Award and the Critics’ Choice Award, and he has been nominated for BET, TCA and Teen Choice awards. For his portrayal of prosecutor Christopher Darden in FX’s award-winning television event series “The People v. O.J. Simpson: American Crime Story,” he won an Emmy and Critics’ Choice Award and was nominated for a Golden Globe, SAG Award and NAACP Image Award.

In 2018, Brown was included in TIME magazine’s list of 100 most influential people in the world.

Brown has starred in the A24 family drama “Waves,” Disney’s “Frozen 2,” Amazon’s “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel” (for which he earned a 2020 Emmy Award nomination for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series), Netflix’s “Kipo and the Age of Wonderbeasts” and Fox’s “The Predator,” and he guest starred in season 4 of Netflix’s “Big Mouth.”

On the big screen, Brown co-starred and earned a SAG Award alongside the ensemble cast of Marvel’s Academy Award-winning film “Black Panther,” which broke box office records worldwide. He co-starred in “Marshall,” receiving an NAACP Image Award nomination for his performance and starred in the action film “Hotel Artemis” with Jodie Foster and Brian Tyree Henry.

In 2018, Brown created Indian Meadows Productions under a pact with 20th Century Fox Television. Headed by Danielle Reardon, the company’s chief mandate is to champion diversity through the development and production of entertaining, educational and inclusive projects across multiple forms of media, including film, broadcast, cable and streaming.

A lover of theatre, Brown has performed in a variety of staged shows, including New York and Los Angeles productions of “Father Comes Home from the Wars (Parts 1, 2 & 3),” for which he won an NAACP Theatre Award and was nominated for an Ovation Award. Additional stage credits include “Macbeth,” “The Brother/Sister Plays” and “The Resistable Rise of Arturo Ui” opposite Al Pacino.

Brown graduated with a B.A. in drama from Stanford University before receiving his MFA from New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts. He resides in Los Angeles with his wife and two children.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

CLARENCE AVANT, 2020 RECIPIENT

Clarence Avant is an American film producer, musician and entrepreneur. He is one of the most powerful and renowned people within the entertainment industry. His life and career are detailed in the 2019 release of the Netflix documentary, “The Black Godfather.” His productions include the following movies: “The Color Purple” (1985), “Jason’s Lyric” (1994) and “Deliver Us from Evil” (1975).

Avant’s achievement, which exemplifies attainment of lasting distinction in a field or activity consonant with the mission of the university, including scholarship, creativity, leadership and humanitarian or public service, at the state, national or international levels. He is known in the business world as a great deal-maker, and in 1968, he helped to sell Stax Records to Gulf & Western. The deal was finalized for $4.3 million. The next year, he founded Sussex Records and bought the KAFB-FM radio station. In 1987, he helped to promote Michael Jackson’s first solo tour, which grossed $125 million.

Avant was named Chairman of the Board of Motown Records in 1993. The following year he worked with a group of African American investors to create a $20 million investment partnership in South Africa called New Age Beverages. Most notable of his achievements, he helped broker deals that resulted in people of color landing prominent roles and proper compensation, including when they were working for him. Avant prided himself on working behind the scenes to help people achieve their dreams. He is the recipient of many awards, including the Thurgood Marshall Lifetime Achievement Award; Honorary Doctorate from Morehouse College; National Association of Recording Arts and Sciences Trustees Award; NAACP Hall of Fame; Star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and the President’s Merit Award as a Grammy Icon. Avant is a native of Greensboro, North Carolina.

JACQUELINE L.B. JACKSON, 2021 RECIPIENT

At age 17, Jacqueline Lavinia Brown Jackson, a native of Fort Pierce, Florida, entered North Carolina A&T where she met her husband, Rev. Jesse Jackson. To this union five children were born; three are Aggies. Jackson was a student under the administration of Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy and Dr. Samuel D. Proctor, who became a mentor to Rev. and Mrs. Jackson and helped chart their political directions. Her major was sociology and psychology.

Through her civil rights activist career, Jackson has met and worked with Ethel Payne, Bella Abzug, C. Dolores Tucker, Dorothy Height, Betty Shabazz, Mahalia Jackson, Nina Simone, Eartha Kitt, Faye Wattleton, Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz, Albertina Walker, Drs. William and Camille Cosby and others. She assisted in speech writing and advocacy for some of these women.

Jackson worked with many civil rights organizations including fundraising for SCLC under the leadership of Dr. Martin Luther King. Her assistance of organizing political campaigns began with Richard Hatcher, John Conyers and many others. She helped to create the logistics for the 1972 National Black Political Convention and headed the fundraising committees for Richard Hatcher’s reelection campaign. Her political organizing included campaigning for Diane Watson, Maxine Waters, Hillary Clinton and others.

One of the founders of PUSH Excel, Jackson also founded the Jackson Legacy Foundation where she empowers women, students and the needs of African Americans. She headed the international desk for both Operation PUSH and the Rainbow PUSH Coalition, and she corroborated with other civil rights organizations in their participation in African and Middle East missions. She was a personal friend of Winnie Mandela, then the wife of imprisoned Nelson Mandela.

Jackson looks for excellence in whatever she does. “No one showed me that better than A&T, which taught me a way to exhibit a principle of racial pride and to love humanity.” –Jacqueline Jackson
Established in 1891, under the Second Morrill Act of 1890, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University is a land-grant, doctoral higher research activity, historically black institution. The Second Morrill Act expanded the nation’s system of land-grant universities to include a historically black institution in those states where segregation denied minorities’ access to the land-grant institutions established by the First Morrill Act (1862).

Over the past 130 years, N.C. A&T has maintained a rich tradition in academics, research, discovery and outreach, to become one of the nation’s most highly respected institutions of higher education. The university aims to develop and preserve intellectual capital through interdisciplinary learning, discovery and engagement, and is committed to fulfilling its fundamental purposes through exemplary undergraduate and graduate instruction, scholarly and creative research, and effective public service and engagement. The current vision is to be recognized as a preeminent land-grant university and the institution of choice for high-achieving students.

With an enrollment of 12,753 students, A&T is the largest historically black college or university (HBCU) in the nation. A&T awards baccalaureate, master’s and doctoral degrees through the College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences; College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences; Willie A. Deese College of Business and Economics; College of Education; College of Engineering; John R. and Kathy R. Hairston College of Health and Human Sciences; College of Science and Technology; The Graduate College; and the Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanoengineering.

A&T has adapted its curriculum and teaching methodologies to ensure that students in STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) and other disciplines receive an education that allows them to be competitive in a changing world. Students across the disciplines are afforded opportunities to work and study with renowned scholars, researchers and other professionals who serve on the faculty and are held in high esteem across the nation and abroad. A&T is among the top producers of African-American engineers, agriculture graduates and certified public accountants in the nation, and is one of the top producers of African Americans with baccalaureate degrees in journalism/mass communication and psychology.

A&T has advanced in the area of research and, for more than a decade, has consistently ranked third in research funding among the 17 institutions that comprise the UNC system. The strength and potential of the research enterprise at A&T is demonstrated by the university’s ability to sustain major programs in nanotechnology, biotechnology, computational science and engineering, energy and environment, information sciences and technology, leadership and community development, logistics and transportation systems, and public health. Notably, the university is home to the prestigious National Science Foundation Engineering Research Center for Revolutionizing Biometric Materials, which specializes in biomedical engineering and nano-bio applications research.

Upon graduating, students join the university’s 55,000-plus alumni of record who hold (or have held) positions of leadership in industries and communities around the world. Some of A&T’s nationally acclaimed alumni include Henry E. Frye ’53, former N.C. Supreme Court Chief Justice; Edolphus Towns Jr. ’56, retired U.S. Congressman; Clara Adams-Ender ’61, author and retired Army brigadier general; Alvin A. “Al” Attles Jr. ’60, former NBA player, coach and general manager; Elvin Bethea ’68, NFL Hall of Famer; Ezell Blair Jr./Jibreel Khazan ’63, the late Franklin E. McCain Sr. ’63, Joseph A. McNeil ’63 and the late David Richmond ’10 (degree awarded posthumously), members of the Greensboro Four/A&T Four; Joe L. Dudley Sr. ’62, Dudley Products founder; Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr. ’63, civil rights activist and former presidential candidate; Alma S. Adams ’68, U.S. Congresswoman; and the late Dr. Ronald E. McNair ’71, NASA astronaut.

CAN YOU FEEL THE PRIDE?
THE ACADEMIC COSTUME

The academic costume worn today derived from practices originating in the Middle Ages. When European universities were taking form in the 12th and 13th centuries, the scholars were usually clerics as well, and consequently they adopted costumes similar to those of their monastic orders. Cold halls and drafty buildings made caps and floor length gowns with attached hoods a necessity for warmth. Probably because of the costumes’ religious heritage, they remained largely drab until the universities gradually began to pass from the control of the church, whereupon some aspects of the costumes took on brighter hues. Old prints reveal a strong similarity between the regalia worn in early universities and the academic costume worn today.

The gown

BACHELOR – Blue, full cut with long pointed sleeves.
MASTER – Black, long or short sleeves with arc-shaped panel extended for each sleeve.
DOCTOR – Black, with velvet panels on front of gown and three velvet bars on each sleeve. Color of the velvet may be black or distinctive of the field of study.

The hood

BACHELOR – Three feet in length with a two-inch wide velvet.
MASTER – Three and one-half feet in length with a three-inch wide velvet.
DOCTOR – Four feet in length with a five-inch wide velvet and panel at the sides. The lining of the hoods, which is folded out, bears the official colors of the institution from which the degree was received. The color of the velvet is Ph.D. blue.

Candidates for doctoral degrees at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University wear gowns fastened at the neck and hoods draped down the back and the black mortarboard with a gold tassel.

UNDERGRADUATE HONOR STUDENTS

CUM LAUDE (With Honor)
Graduates with an overall grade point average of 3.25-3.49. These graduates are wearing honor cords of gold.

MAGNA CUM LAUDE (With High Honor)
Graduates with an overall grade point average of 3.50-3.74. These graduates are wearing honor cords of blue.

SUMMA CUM LAUDE (With Highest Honor)
Graduates with an overall grade point average of 3.75-4.00. These graduates are wearing honor stoles.

UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES VETERANS

These graduates are wearing white stoles.
THE MACE

The mace, a ceremonial insignia, dates back to ancient Rome to honor heroes and nobility. Maces were later used in the courts of England, during the reign of James I of England as symbols of authority. Today, maces are associated with academic and governmental processions. In academic use, it is the symbol of the college/university as a body of scholars within its own legally constituted authority. The chief faculty marshal carries the mace during all formal academic processions.

A gift from the graduating class of 1961, the mace of North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University was presented October 24, 1991, during the centennial year celebration. The university’s 42-inch long mace reveals a two-faced sterling silver crowning head or boss with the seals of North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University and the University of North Carolina on either side. Both university seals rest on a sterling silver etched State of North Carolina seal.

Alternating ebony and ivory solid wood rings that symbolize the university’s African American heritage are located on the mahogany wood shaft. The history and mission of the college/university throughout its 100 plus years of existence are etched on the wooden shaft of the mace between the rings. They represent service to African Americans, the missions of the university’s schools and colleges; scholars; the Greensboro Four sit-in; the Aggie mascot, and sports. The base or terminus (end piece) is a silver-plated cup engraved with a figure of a runner which symbolizes the athletic legacy and forward moving strides of the university.

North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University’s mace is a result of planning, research and fund raising by the class of 1961. The special designs of the mace represent the joint efforts of the Mace Committee who contacted Emblem & Badge Inc., in Providence, Rhode Island, to craft the mace. Dr. Vallie Guthrie, chair; Dr. Dorothy Alston; Dr. Sullivan Welborne; Dr. William C. Parker; Dr. Basil Coley; Dorothy J. Richmond; Lewis Brandon III; Earnest Sherrod, and members of the class of 1961; and the Class Coordinating Committee were instrumental in the procurement and final version of the mace, which was presented during the October 24, 1991, Founder’s Day Convocation. The mace was carried by the Chief Faculty Marshal (chair or president of the Faculty Senate) at the May 5, 1991, commencement and is utilized at all formal ceremonial occasions for the university.
REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES FROM THE GOLDEN CLASS ’71 AND SILVER CLASS ’96

THE GOLDEN CLASS

Greetings from the Golden Class of 1971! Today, we honor you for your resilience to forge ahead, your determination to never give up, and the audacity to stay the course and finish the race. Class of 2021, you represent the true meaning of Aggie Pride, “Achieving Great Goals in Everything – Producing Renowned Individuals Dedicated to Excellence.” Aggies, this is your moment and we are so proud of you for what you have accomplished. Congratulations!

Anita Chesney, James Degraphenreid and Wesley Porch
(Class Coordinators)

THE SILVER CLASS

On behalf of the Silver Class of 1996, congratulations to the spring 2021 graduates of N.C. A&T State University! As we reflect and reminisce about walking across that stage 25 years ago with a strong sense of accomplishment, relief, hope and a little fear, we celebrate with you knowing that the possibilities are endless. The future is wide open for whatever your heart desires personally and professionally. From Dare to Cherokee ... let the entire world know what AGGIE PRIDE is all about!

Shandette E. Harper, Robin Worthy Leach and Travis Lindsay
(Class Coordinators)
HONORS

Students awarded two baccalaureate degrees

Students who are wearing faculty-mentored undergraduate research cords

PLEASE NOTE: The listing of names of degree candidates in the commencement program is not to be considered official evidence that all degree requirements have been satisfied.
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
(With Highest Honors)
Taylor Eveck Abron
Jasmine Nicole Allen
Sobhi Abdo Alowdi
Jasmine Simone Armstrong
Jasmine Nicole Atkinson
Kenneth Anthony Baldwin
A’layia Monae’ Barber
Leah Elizabeth Bland
Jacobi Bernard Boyd
Edie Renee Brewer
Tyler Sylvanus Brown
Joshua Christopher Burnell
Megan Jade Bush
Brenda Claire Caldwell
Kristen Le’Asia Caldwell
Ava Camille Campbell
Tia Monai Campbell
Jewel Rasha Cauley
Daija M Chambers
Dymond Tyche’ Chase
Trey La-Monte Chunn
Garrett Atkins Coley
Dallas Danae Cooks
Karrington Cymoan Cooper
Kasinda Ashley Cozier
Ellese Danielle Creer
Lauren Nicole Cummins
Ashley Ciel Cutting
Hailee Elizabeth Cutts
Niya Chanel Darby
Trente Jamal Dickens
TaBria Majea Donkor
Nadia Lee Douglas
Charade Maxine Downer
Kaleb Michael Durham
Latia Ayanna Falcher
Asha Jenne Fields
Karrington Rachard Gardner
Jasmine Sharie Gibbs**
Ebony Matilda Grayson
Kirsten Taylor Grinage
Kaiyah Armani Haley
Madison E Harriman
Aayana Tekerra Harris
Crystina Chyna Theresa Harris*
Jasmine Annette Harris
Ashley Alexis Hatcher
Adrienne Simone Higgins
TeAsia Lajoy Holliman
Alexis Dominique Hooks
Vincent Isaiah Hope
Lauryn Hurtt
Kiana Monet Hutcherson
Jaris Patricia Aquino Ingram
Ilsha James-Reeves
Anisah Khalis Jester
Jaida Nari Johnson
Morgan Brittany Johnson
Saivon Aaron Johnson
Cierra Nicole Joiner
Cierra Janay Jones
Khalima Kargarb
Balquees Khader
Hadi Khoury
Ta’Mia Nicole King*
Son KIam
Abena Konadu
Emily Celeste Lawley
Jacklyn Tina Lewis
Serita Angelyka Liles
Ian Livengood
Katherine Joi Logan
Brianna Del’Schean Monet Long
Khalfani Jamal Maatuka
Destinee Alize’ Mack
Yvonne Renee Malone
Trinity Imanya Mapp
Alexandria Marrow
Taylor Dombrille Marshall
Maddison Alexandria Miller
Malek Shakim Mitchell
Jerrell Armanii Mobley
Talyea Nycole Morsell
Briana Monae Neal
Kiara E Norman
Olufemi Abisola Olatidoye
Ana Sofia Olaya
Mario Rafael Ortega
James Stephen Ostmann
Amya Alysis Palmer
Avery Sean Pardue
Scott Wayne Pastorick
Kija Alexis Payne
Tyra R Penn
Gregory Andrew Pike
Esteban Prezas Garces
Brooke Danielle Robinson
Skylar Morgan Rowe
Reide Tatjana Ryan
Kendal Andrew Samuel
Aliah Jonae Sharp
Armarcus DeTonio Simms*
Angel Faith Sledge
Adia Janee’ Smith
Anderlyn Elyse Smith
Zaria Lontae-Pompey Smith
Benjamin Thomas Steelman
Gayle Eliza Streeter
Jalyn Tennille Thompson
Milan Noell Thompson
Tia Eutrice Thompson
James Thuan Tran*
Leah Michele Barnes Tyson**
Sabrina Ann Vairo
Aundrea Rachelle Walker
Victoria Yvonne Walters
Xavier Mehki Warren
Caison Seth Washington
Jewel C Washington
Kendra Renee’ Watson
Sydney Alexis Wheeler
Ashanti Nichelle Williams**
Maiche’ Destine Word
TaLeakca Sanice Lillian Yates

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
(With High Honors)
Asha Aman Abdul-Mujeeb
Pia Nicole Agliam
Amira M Ahmed
Noureddine Ait Ali
Ayobami Quayum Olalekan Akerele
Hassan Allah
Manuel Angel Alvarado-Marin
Aliyah Divine Anderson
Shaniyah Somara Artis
Camryn Marie Bailey
Bria Monet Banks
Donald K Battle Jr
Tierra Monea Bessatt
Albin Biju
Maria Jesus Boira Lopez
Alexas Mychole Boyd
Paige Simone Brewer
Bobby Day’Shawn Brooks
Destini Brianna Tamara Brown**
Trenton Isaiah Brown
Brenna K Bryant
Khiliel Tyrese Bullock
Ciara Tanea Cain
LaNia Imani Calhoun
Angelina Carmen Capri Caraballo
Maiya Caraway
Dazjah Nicole Carmichael
Raquel M Carnegie
Deonna Leigh Causey
Lauryn Ashley Chadwick
Noukane Chanthammavong
Promis LaSaun Charity
Oluchi A Chukwunyere
Jaire Gibran Clarida
Makahla Cleveland**
Tamia Michelle Cofield
Maya Cohen
Zackary O’Neil Coley
Jibri L Cowan
Chanel T Curges
David Anthony Curry Jr
Christopher Lamar Davis
Camryn Michelle Deanes
Karisma Sade Deas*  
Jourdan Destinee Dickens**
Jesse Lee Dollarhite
Ainyah Arianna Drake
Chase Waverly Drumgoole
Emiyah Mahari Duckie
Ashley D Dukes
Christopher Alexander Estevez
Delayna Denise Evans
Ashley Nicole Fontana
Kelyn Ford
Tyia Lashay Ford
Caleb Edward Fox
Lacy Nicole Funderburk
Reece Monroe Gamble
Rodolfo Garcia
Camya Chantelle Gary
Evan Michael Gates
Kelli Schautae Gaylord
Sierra Denise Generette
Austin Tyler George
Andrew John Gerold
Jairen Marquell Gilmore
Jorge Andres Goenaga Gonzalez
Joshua Anthony Govan
Bailee Imani Grandberry
Sydney Taylor Gray
Dajahnay Alay'Jah Green
Eric Jerrell Gregory
Jasmine Nicole Hairston
Jarod Hamilton
Jordan Elizabeth Harmon
Mahala Denae Harris
Camille Frances Harrison
Jade Henderickson
Jasmine Raquael Hester
Sycrett Jhanese Hester-Johnson
Amani Hill
Nassir Terrell Holden**
Kela Monet Holman-Burwell
Courtney Michelle Holt
Angelica Marie Hood
Daveta Danielle Hooper
Ricki S Howell
Alyssa Monet Howie
Jacqueline Olivia Hudson
Kingsley Onyekachukwu Ifedi
Alexus Martina Jackson
Ashton Linnell Carlyle Jackson
Shaunae Andrea Jackson
Vivian Sapphira Jackson
Lataleyona Von Shay Jefferson
Bradley Deon Jernigan
Jordan Janel Jeter
Tessann Malea John
Britonia Renee Johnson
Courtney Johnson
Jemari Lauren Johnson
Maya Lynnette Johnson
Royce Imani Johnson
Shakila E Johnson
Alexus Tonia-Marie Johnson-Mobley
Alexus P Jones
Kenyu Dashanique Jones
Rasheed W Jones Sr
Rebekah Mary Erin Jones
Shikeria Vanae Jones
Taylor Michelle Jones
Vanessa Coleen Kelley
Adrianna Mc'Chelle Kelsey
Charnise Simone Key
Batool M Khader
Kameron D Langley
Brandon Isaiah Latimore
Marciana Jane Lawson
Tichynna Da'won Leary
Kennedy Simone Lettley
Tylar Tanielle Lewis
Kiera Lashea Mabry
Kaia Marrissa Eshe' Major
Cayla Monei' Makell
Ibrahim Mansaray
Paige DeSeguin Martin
Haylee LeAnn May
Shayla Joyce May
Ny'Geria Lois Mays
Aiyah Karmen McCray
Lyric Trene McCullough
Donovan McGruder
Treda Justice McGuire
Aphrodite Nephateena McIver
Jasmine Savon Mary-Kay McIver*
Dyn'eshah Chequelle McLean
Joy Olivia McLeod
G'Shearia Sytai McNeill
Shacobie Dewan McPherson
Angela G Medcafl
Jenari Mekael Mellette
Zipporah Ayana Melton
Julia Yah Meyarzum
Margo Christina Michel
Chynnah Elizabeth Miller
Adrienne Nicole Mitchell
Lauren D'Yoni Mitchell
Amiyr Khalid Mohamed
Aleana Renea Monroe
Pierce Sean Monroe
Caitlin Moore Ide
Iaiden Jovan Moore
Arletha Milanna Morgan
Aderria Muldrow
Alexcia Dayzhanea Myers
Jazymne Francene Nero
Monique A Nickens
Nailah Crystal Nolley
Saif Salmon Noori
Tasbeih Ahmed Nouman
Hadiyah Theresa Ade Omar
Nacala Marie Owens
Derek John Pagani
Corrina Faith Celine Parriman
Payton Chyrea Parrish
Kimberly Renee Parson
Jason Bradley Pegram
Aja Cherelle Penick
Keith William Poole Jr
Patrick Spencer Price
Amber Tristan Chelsea Primus
Jeffery Joseph Rahming
Samantha Denise Ramirez
Kenady Lauryn Reed
Milan Dior Richardson
Tashauna Montreace Riley
Kwai Dyon Ritter
Ameer Robertson
Kayla M Roland
Adonis Corrin Rucker
Mikeria Zynae Ruffin
Payton Precious Russell
Qamarah Andrea Samuel
Nodiyah Nittyah Satterwhite
Elijah T Scott
Toby Ray Manderico Serrano
Fatimah Aliyyah Nailah Shabazz
Brittni A Sharpe
Orlance Tyrese Shirley
Sara Geraldine Sims-Wilson
Dominae Antwan Smith
Jakada Kai Smith
Anton Starodubtsev
Camille Marcelette Suitt
Dawn Archer Sunderhaus
Shanice Zhanee Tabron
Chanise Michelle Taylor
Joshua Robert Taylor
Ravontay Trevor Taylor
Zorlynn Mkeal Taylor-Robinson
Karryne Elizabeth Terry
Adrieanna Elizabeth Thacker
Deidre Renita Thomas
Erica Nishe Thompson
Erin Cynthia Thompson
Sierra DeAndra Toney
Joi Nichaela Turnage
Miguel Alejandro Valle
Khasia Imani Vaughan
Olivia Prestine Wallace
Melane Elizabeth Wardlaw
Breyana Renee Warren
Taylor Marquette Weatherford
Logan Makayla Wesbey
Chyann Meg'iOn White
Kayla Nicole Wiggins
Mikayla Ann Wilkins
Adrian Kendall Williams
A’Yana Arnice Euphrosia Williams
Quintell Markeith Williams
Taylor Alyce Williams
Jasmine Lynette Wilson
Jorjie Mariah Wilson
Eugenia Nicole Witherspoon
Jermaine Brent Wooten
Sean Joseph Workman
Suhailah Anani Wright
Jada De’Chel Yarbrough
Al-Leain Ishamarie Young

CUM LAUDE
(With Honors)
Fajr Hope Abdul Azeez
Laya Dupri Adams
Tatyana Simone Adamson
Jurnee Atlantis Rometor Agbowu
Breonna Janay Alston
Kurtis Kristoff Alston
Nekeia Brianne Anderson
Nabilah Munirah Armstrong
Dymon Shereese Atkinson
Tyler Noel Baker
Jarvis V Ballard Jr
Demetri Carlos Banks
Kerrington Lee Banks
Myana Deniece Banks
Rochell Josell Baptiste
Amir John Isaac Barnett
Jenay Lynnese Baskin
Morgan Braxton Batie
William Mitchell Beck
Deron Alexander Bibb
Nathan Max Bishop
Nicolas L Blanding Jr
Nitasha Arnezia Quawanay Blount
Nina Maya Blue*
Niya Bre'Schaun Boone
Bri Anna Jai-Lin Boothe
Michael T Bost
Janell M Brower
Ajada Danyell Brown
Jasmine Christina Brown
Lauren McKenzie Brown
Nije Malik Brown
Angelise B Brunson
Ayna Janae Bryant
Jada Armani Bryant
TayTiana Brianna Angelique Bryant
Tyeek Bryant
Mercer Lamar Butts
Ayana Ashley Byrd
Joshua Campbell
Yasmin Bianca Carr
Jayla Nyyanna Carson
Vashit Delanee Cash
Anna N Chadwick
Ke’Moni Malik Champion
Enjolique Chandler
Caleb Elijah Chapman
Taryk Samuel Charles
Kenedi Nicole Chrisp
Imani Naomi Clark
Riyahn Kiara Cochran
Amanda Nicole Collins
Marisa Monay Corner
Shaiyjah Nicole Covington
Rhaleshia R Crank
Tiana Leigh Crawford
Brianna Katreece Cumberbatch
Alayjah Monet Cunningham
Christopher Alexander Davenport
Alexia Shenese Davis
Kamryn Bryce Davis
Trinity Cyn Davis
Trannis Daeshawn Dawkins
Tamiya Tre’ niece Dean
Naomi Desta
Christen Micaiah Dixon
Shania Dixon
Ahyasna Denae’ Hannah Douglas
Timothy Raphael Douthit II
Ragina Leasia Drake
Terrance Dwamena
Aiyahna Nishelle Edwards
Peyton Kennedy Ellen
Brea Danielle Eller
Brittany Desiree Elliott
Makayla Simone Ellis
Laila S Eustache
Andrea Nicole Evans
Charnai Keyontai Ewing
Tasmyrn Rose Fahey
Camryn Michelle Faison
Kayla Patrice FitzHugh
Tytiona Stephanie Fletcher
Tiffany Alece Flowers
Lloyd-Craig Phillip Foster
Jalen Solomon Storm Fowler
Alexa Joy Fraser
William Smith Fulcher
Kayla Janae Gaston
Ndasia Manaya Gerald
Kareena Alexis Gilbert
Mykal Lavar Good
Jayne Alexis Goode-Hudson
Mia Elizabeth Gowdy
 Erick Lee Grady
Jada Amyl Graham
Aaron Joshua Gray
Amanda Gray
Raymonta Ty’Quan Green
Bianna Nicole Gregory
William Charles Griffin
Jhordan Monet Gunter
Shalonda Raychele Hall
Jordan Derrick Halliday
Aaron Everette Haltom
Kirby Alexandra Hardy
Andriana Danielle Hargrove
Stephanie Denise Harris
Omer Wahbi Hassan
Kyrun D'Marien Heard
Steven Henderson
Justin Henry
Whitney Tiana Hicklin
Asia Hill
Mekhi Anthony Hill
Kevin Scott Hilliard Jr
Chandyn Tranese Hogan
Stefan J Holczer
Dorian Demarco Holmes
Brittnay Latia Holt
Champagne Hunt
Jaquayla Denise Hunt
Jada Jonise Hyman
Alexandria Nicole Irish
Glenn Lamar Jackson Jr
Kenya Simone Jackson
Tamia Quintrice Jackson
Deandera Linitra Jacobs
Lynne Jacobs
Brandon Morgan James
Jaylen Bernice Jeffreys
Bianna Diane Johnson
Lauryln Anita Johnson
Alexis Lakia Jones
Ashtyn Marie Jones
Kelsie Patrice Jones
Monaye Alexandria Jones
Olivia Andrea Jones
Arielle Shaunice Kilgore
ShanTeQua Raja’ Kimble
Destiny Monique King
Imani Kallai King
Jada Simone Kirby
COMMISSIONS

CANDIDATES COMMISSIONED AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Cadets Commissioned May 7, 2021

Casey R Lindo, Computer Science
Kailyn Aiyanna Smith, Information Technology

Sarafina Wairimu Mwangi
Shomari Malik Newlin Slade
Corbin Isaiah Northern
Yeljyn Nicole Nuñez
Quamy Jazmond Oglesby**
Charisma Marie Ollison
Alyssa Imani Parker
Darien Camille Parker
Jayla Renee Parker
Kripa K Patel
Calvin Pough Jr
Zachary Pridgen
Kobe Devan Purdie
Imani Alyse Rankin
Brianna Nicole Rascoe
Imani Capri Reece
Marcus Rashad Reed
Niara I Riddick
Kayla Brianna Ridges
Sherelle Nicole Rivers
Tony Maurice Roberts
Victoria Nyumbazi Robinson
Todd Daniel Rose Jr
Alexis Stephanie Sanders
Jazmyn Renee Scott
Olivia Simone Scott
tyana Lanae’ Scott
Mekhi L Seriale
Imani Lauryn Sevier
John Ryan Sexton
Zachary Michael Shandor
Zavier Albeon Gariel Shipp
Monae Capri Laura Shockley
Abdoulaye Lamine Sidibe
Kristopher DeLon Sisney
Caitlyn Marie Smith
Kailyn Aiyanna Smith
Moesha Carletta Smith
Nicholas Jovante’ Jaliel Smith
Kailah Monique Solomon-Sides
Abrianna Marie Spence
Allaya Nicole Spencer
Janae’ Symone Starling
Donnyqua Lauren Stewart
Samaria Zeporia Strayhorn
Cameron Gail Strombeck
Marquan Rashadd Suggs
Latrevis Miguel Sutton
Rachel Delores Sweet
Rahniyah Unique Taplin
Kwani Carla Taylor**
Tatyana Shawnell Taylor
Jamaal Pierre Terry
Christian Q Thomas
Edward Austin Trent
Tajah Amirah Tucker
Amoni Sharmaine Turner
Michael Nwabueze Umelo
Joshua Scott Vick
Re’Dreyona Shariah Walker
Kaiyu Wang
William Daniel Ward
Janae Cierra Washington
Sydney Camille Washington
Arianna Antoinette Watson
Shereaz DaMont White
Naysha Antoinette Wiley
Brianna Genay Williams**
Carmen Nichole Williams
Christopher Gordon Williams
Justin Nathaniel Williams
Sydnee Alease Williams
Sydney Brielle Williams
Victoria Simone Williams
Jakya Wilson
Kesean J Wilson
Zari Celyne Coleman Wilson
Wynnter Solay Withers
Cheyia Denay Wolfe
Jade Javonne Woodward
Rosalin Skye Yates
Adoray Melagne Yed

CANDIDATES COMMISSIONED AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY

Cadets Commissioned May 7, 2021

Ethan Jeremy Brown, Architectural Engineering
Jibri L Cowan, Psychology
Lloyd-Craig Phillip Foster, Criminal Justice
Jada Amyl Graham, Child Development and Family Studies
Dajahnay AlayJah Green, Information Technology
Roman Alexander Hatcher, Political Science (Fall 2020 graduate)
Imani Kallai King, Political Science
BACCALAUREATE CANDIDATES

* Students awarded two baccalaureate degrees

** Students who are wearing faculty-mentored undergraduate research cords

PLEASE NOTE: The listing of names of degree candidates in the commencement program is not to be considered official evidence that all degree requirements have been satisfied.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Joseph N Bimpeh
Caleb Edward Fox
Andrea Rebecca Howard
Larry Wayne Jones Jr
Jacqueline Taylor Lane
Emily Celeste Lawley
Haylee LeAnn May
Logan Alexis Modlin
Alexa Danielle Stanley
Amber Allen Taylor
Adreanna Jacqualine White

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
Lauren McKenzie Brown
Cameron J Clifton
Maya Cohen
Dallas Lanie Cooks
Derrick A Cotton
Sierra Denise Generette
Warren Samuel Desitter Hill
Maya Lynnette Johnson
Jordan Xavier Kearney
Richie Lee Kittles
Quentin Isaiah Martinez
Kobe Devan Purdie
Dominque Antwan Smith
Donnyqua Lauren Stewart
Janae Cierra Washington
Sean Joseph Workman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ANIMAL SCIENCE
Imani Makhi Anderson
Amanda Giselle Artis
Brianna Jai-Lin Boothe
Tyra DelaNee Boswell
Bobby Day/Shawn Brooks
Mercer Lamar Butts
Tiana Leigh Crawford
Terinesha Elise Davis*
Karisma Sade Deas**
Trent Jameal Dickens
Drequan Lashuan Dukes
Jaylin Louis Fennell
Megan Nicole Ferrell
Moneisha Godfrey
Kayla Zoe Jones
Elizabeth Dawn Lovings
Kristina Marie Martinez
Jasmine Savon Mary-Kay McIver*
Kendra Alexandria Mills
Jamyiaa Danae Moore
Mahagony Elise Nichols
Nyema Emoni Price*
Dastachia Aldrea Sides
Sabrina Ann Vairo
Sabrina G Victoria
Kaaria N Walker*
Khaisley A Walton
Kyana Wilkinson-Lacey

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Camryn Marie Bailey
Vashii Delanea Cash
Dajia Renee Davis
Jada Amyl Graham
Alexis D James
Jordan Zakiya Jones
Zyiah Crystal Lernay
Kiera Lashea Mabry
G'Shearia Sytai McNeill
Anya Jerae Murphy-Parker
Kimberly Renee Parson
Krysta Madison Woodson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE
Emari Taylor Abram
Morgan Braxton Batie
Aya Mayer Dixon
Jadayah La Cora Gallishaw
Andrea DaJae Kidd
Sherese Lovetta Lingard
Sadie Sade Meeks
Marquise Ramon Peoples
Nicholas Joseph Ramirez
Ayana Jannice Richard
Tykaia Miracle Rose
Joseph Amiel Stevenson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE
JaVae Nicole LaShawn Ferguson
Azaria Nichole Isbell
Joy Olivia McLeod
Adrianne Nicole Mitchell
Kaylin Samari Moorer
Cyrus Alonzo Wilkins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LABORATORY ANIMAL SCIENCE
Terinesha Elise Davis*
Karisma Sade Deas**
Sydney Taylor Gray
Anthonia Jeanette Hinkson
Jasmine Savon Mary-Kay McIver*
Samantha Leigh Meeks
Chynnah Elizabeth Miller
Caitlin Moore Ide
Nyema Emoni Price*
Kaaria N Walker*
Olivia Prestine Wallace

COLLEGE OF ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Jurnee Atlantis Rometor Agbowu
Nina Maya Blue*
Janell M Brower
Joshua Brian Burton
Lauren Nicole Cummings
Kwalyne Shatomnia Joynice Durham
Latia Ayanna Falcher
Vanice Simone Herbert
Ta'Mia Nicole King*
Alexus Ahron Luke
Kirah Pauline McAllister
Tianna Joy Nobles
Dasja Chante Pinnix
Gayle Eliza Streeter
James Robert Wigington III

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Edie Renee Brewer
Chase Waverly Drumgoole
Jeremiah A Martin
Shomari Malik Newlin Slade
Imani Allyse Rankin

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN LIBERAL STUDIES
Desmond Raylone Adams
Yaovi Mawuli Amaglo
Nekeia Brianne Anderson
Shamonica Donnique Artis
Rodney F Baldwin
Korey Lamar Banks Jr
Destinee Sierra Bates
Quantinna W Bellamy
Kimberly A Biggs Roberson
Nina Maya Blue*
Antonio William Bowden Jr
Darcia Ellese Brown
Michael K Brown
Brenna K Bryant
LaNia Imani Calhoun
Kevin Marquae Carney
Bria Ilise Clark
Erie Brittany Collier
Destiny Ann Collins
Alexia Shenese Davis
Chardae Maxine Downer
Devante’ Di’Quez Esters Cromartie
Charnai Keyontai Ewing
LaTonja R Fant
Brittney Latasha Farmer
Erin Leslie Flannagan
Todd Ford
Kenyetta M Foskey
Justin Taylor Fox
Danielle Montrease Fuller
Iman Zahra Fuqua
Jafine T Gerald
Curtis Graham
Kenisha Charmaine Green
Rosario Torres Hailey
Kayyah Armani Haley
Janice Mack Harker
Stephanie Denise Harris
Reve’ A Henry
Sycrett Jhanese Hester-Johnson
Mikaylah La’Shaye Holoman
Jason Robert Holt
Erica Teyoana Howard
Shanyah Devon Howze
Lauryn Hurtt
Errique Irvin
Lemuel Damien James
Azharia Nyree Jerkins
Alex Gerald Johnson
Zhkyia Antoinette Johnson
Queneda Latonya Jones
Tanika Luster Kelly
Cassiey N Lessane
Jacklyn Tina Lewis
Lenny Levi Lewis Jr
Ciara Shantel Littlejohn
Darus John Maddox
Alise Jamill Matherson
Ny’Geria Lois Mays
Cherie Kinesha McAdams
Jasmine Nicole McIntyre
Daniel McKelvey Jr
Carlton Chapman Metz
Autumn Miles
Deven Dechondre Milton
Gianna Elizabeth Mitchell
Jaiden Jovan Moore
Christopher Larone Moseley
Yolanda Davis Nesbit
Krislyn Tyana Nesmith
Amani M Newman
Kayla Christine Nicholson
Rayshawn Maurice Parker
Paris Kevon Parsons
Aja Cherelle Penick
Edwin V Price
Alvin L Pringle
Jada Amiyah Reid
Sandra Lee Garrett-Richardson
Niara I Riddick
Faith Rodgers
Justin Akil Rose
Gemiah Denzell Ruffin
Reide Tatiana Ryans
Qamarah Andrea Samuel
Fatimah Aliyyah Nailah Shabazz
Chanda K Speller
Lynae A Sprauve
Alexia Marche’ Sutton
Michael Lee Terrell Jr
Clarence V Waddell Jr
Audrea Rachelle Walker
Faith Ariana Nakia Walker
Syndee Alease Williams
Tonia D Williams
Auyana Ma’Kilah Wilson
Michelle Denise Wright
TaLeakca Sanice Lillian Yates
Elijah Immanuel Young

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC
Julian Davis Allred
Samuel Matthew Brailsford
Christopher Alexander Davenport
Camya Chantelle Gary
Jordan Derrick Halliday
Kierra Renee Horton
Brandon D Jones
Abena Konadu
Ja’Vonni Devarius Sturgis

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN VISUAL ARTS, DESIGN
Nabilah Munirah Armstrong
Nathan Max Bishop
Miles Anthony Brown
Karrington Rachard Gardner
Jerrah Larry Harrison
Jalen Tyshone Jackson
Christopher Guye Lawson
Calah J Melvin
Aleana Renea Monroe
Kayla Joycelyn Moss
Phoenix Ray Louis Posley
Amber Victoria Rudolph
Janina Akili Spencer
William Kyzer Thompson
Joshua Scott Vick

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL THEATRE
Adrienne Lynnette Bridges
Ciara Tanea Cain
Kaliah Justice DeBerry
Terran M Eaton
Brianna Nicole Gregory
Kirsten Taylor Grinage
Vanaya Nicole Henderson
Savion Aaron Johnson
Evelin Ndeko Kembe
Tyler R Lucas
Eboni Michelle Pearson
Anderlyn Elyse Smith
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL THEATRE, cont.

Kailah Monique Solomon-Sides
Victoria Yvonne Walters
Amber Danielle White
Taylor Alyce Williams
Reginald J Wright

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Paige Anae’ Adgerson
Jasmine Nicole Allen
‘Alayia Monae’ Barber
Leah Elizabeth Bland
Shawnice Blue
Niya BreSchaun Boone
Tierra Brady-Tutt
Trenton Isaiah Brown
Jada Armani Bryant
Kristen LeAsia Caldwell
Megan Paige Carter
Makahla Cleveland**
Riyan Kiara Cochran
Skyler Whitney Cope
Gary Edward Devane Jr
Cierra Ronesha Drumgoole
Ashley D Dukes
Brandon Joseph Edwards
Kyler Evans
Anesha L Fletcher
Ashley Nicole Fontana
Lloyd-Craig Phillip Foster
Kelli Schauntae Gaylord
Marcus Austin Gibbs
Ayanna Tekerra Harris
Jahnaee Nataliya Marie Harris
Mekhi Anthony Hill
Asia Nicole Holt
Justice Hope
Alyssa Monet Howie
Fantasia Reneé Humphreys
Jaida Nari Johnson
Morghan Britany Johnson
Kiara Nicole Jones
Jada Simone Kirby
Yvonne Renee Malone
Shija Janai McFadden
Aphrodite Nephateena McIver
Majeris McKinney
Shacobie Dewan McPherson
Marcia Kailyn Middleton
Tamia Da Shante’ Monroe
Talyea Nycole Morsell
Kripa K Patel
Rachel Pavia Ramirez
Dacia J Plee
Majestic A’Keaya Nakir Powell
Patrick Spencer Price
Kayla Nicole Robinson
Reginald Davis Rogers
Serenity Champaign Sanders
Rae’Quan Mandell Sawyer
Akeem Sirleaf
Devante Jamaal Smith
Jasmine Latrice Smith
Daffney Gabrielle Smith-Sanders
Nia Jordan Spruill
Shaniya Gwen Stephens
Cameron Gail Strombeck
Rahniyah Unique Taplin
Quintella D Taylor
Milan Noell Thompson
Erika Danielle Watlington
Kendra Renee’ Watson
Ashley Nicole Wiggins
Alexis Patrice Williams
Latasa Janya’ Williams
Aaliyah Wilson
Keyanna Lasha Wimple

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION
Fajr Hope Abdul Azeez
Asha Aman Abdul-Mujieeb
Dariel Precious Adams
Hassan Allah
Isaiah Charles Alston
Kurtis Kristoff Alston
Noah Melvin Avant
A’moni Alexus Baker*
Tamaia Nichole Bea
Imani O Bell
Demetrius Mark Benjamin
Marquisha Renee Booker
Jerika Ja’Shaunta Brown
Angelise B Brunson
Ayana Janae Bryant
Bria Cherise Cade
Angelina Carmen Capri Caraballo
Deonna Leigh Causey
Paris Michelle Clark
Marisa Monay Corner
Anaya Tiara Cromartie
Niya Chanel Darby
Trannis Daeshawn Dawkins
Camryn Michelle Deanes
TaBria Majea Donkor
Horatio Millen Douglas Jr
Zane Ivor Dunlap
Dasia Alexia Dupree
Laila S Eustache
Tialena Evans
Camryn Michelle Faison
Jabari Tyrek Ferrell
Asha Jenne Fields
Bailee Imani Grandberry
Tchernavia Jayanti Griffin
Devante R Grover
Jarod Hamilton
Malcolm Savon Harrington
Ashley Alexis Hatcher
David Andre Hendricks III
Whitney Tiana Hicklin
JaCoya Yasmine High
Elae Hill
Cameryn Joelle Hines
Jarvis Malek Hough
Ashton Linnell Carlyle Jackson
Jaylen Bernice Jeffreys
Imani Danila Jessamy
Shakila E Johnson
Alexus Tonia-Marie Johnson-Mobley
Isaac Ishmael Jones
Kayla Ann Keith
Charnise Simone Key
Arielle Shaunice Kilgore
Brandon Isaiah Latimore
Christopher Vernor Leonard
Kennedy Sienna Maddox
DorJea’ Auria McClammey
Eljah Jamal McClure
Jason Howard McMasters
Taylor McNeal
Margo Christina Michel
Lauren D’Yoni Mitchell
Jazymye Francene Nero
Ana Sofia Olaya
Amya Alyssia Palmer
Jayla Renee Parker
Alexis Simone Peterson
Amber Tristan Chelsea Primus
Treasure Najir Prince
Milan Dior Richardson
Tashauna Montreace Riley
Tony Maurice Roberts
Jalesa Rogers
Skylar Morgan Rowe
Lamonte Christopher Rucker
Kendal Andrew Samuel
Na’zir Sims
Sara Geraldine Sims-Wilson
Alana Redelphia Smith
David Samuel Smith
Keyarra Tahje Smith
Allaya Nicole Spencer
Kala Mesha’ Stokes
Lauryrn Nikole Taylor
Dilan Milone Teabout
Adrieanne Elizabeth Thacker
Brittany Hannah Thompson
Ja’Nyla Sheyen Thompson
Khiasia Imani Vaughan
Re'Dreyona Shariah Walker
Jedd Everett Ward
Gerrell LeRoy Wheeler
Sherea Damont White
Destiny Williams
James Alfred Williams Jr
Josie Rose Zimmer

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Jasmine Nicole Atkinson
Mya Allyisia Brandon*
Kaley D Brown
Hailee Elizabeth Cutts
Leon Jarael Davidson
Tiffany Alece Flowers
Asia Hill
Trinity Imana Mapp
Jordan Ariyana Merriweather
Briana Monae Neal
Desmond Laurence Paul
Kenady Lauryn Reed
Zorlynn Mikeal Taylor-Robinson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Myeshia Atkinson
Rochell Josell Baptiste
Sharon Alexis Broadnax
Francis Crisostomo
Andrea Shanice Hall
Aderria Muldrow
Gregory Andrew Pike
Carletta M Scott
Samaria Zeportia Strayhorn
Maiche' Destine Word

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
Michael Diamond Allen
Jasmine Simone Armstrong
Nicolas L Blanding Jr
Elayna Agnes Diggs
Aniyah Arianna Drake
Ashlynn Marie Echols
Dominique Alana Glaze
Kristina Yvonne Hamilton
Stefan J Holcer
Nassir Terrell Holden**
Armani Lamon May
Ifaiya J Moore-Saabir
Andrew Louis Sidberry
Niya Danielle Whitlock

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
Jarvis V Ballard Jr
Trey La-Monte Chunn
Naomi Desta
Aiyahna Nishelle Edwards
Monaye Alexia Jones
Handi Kpa
N’Kyla Shane Manning-Ellerbee
Alexia Jasmin Matias
Tedra Justice McGuire
Amiyr Khalid Mohamed
Kija Alexis Payne
Brittni A Sharpe

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT
Antavia L Alexander
Samuel James Bailey
Alisha Mone Banner
Dominique Ayre-Jourdan Bell
Maria Jesus Boira Lopez
Mya Allyisia Brandon*
Ashley Mona’E Brown
Raquel M Carnegie
Rashad Ali Colvin Jr
Chanel T Curges
Jordan Jamar Dansby
Nicole Sanz Daquioag
Jessica Danielle Deans
Kimberly Lanai Dickerson
Janiya Shaleece Dixon
Tyshaun Damar Douglas
Ragina Leasia Drake
Brittany Desiree’ Elliott
Kyahna Jordan Everett
Alaysia Mona’e Exum
Tytiona Stephanie Fletcher
Erick Lee Grady
Antanisha M Green
Kristopher Allen Green
Kymora L Grooms
Chalyce Brie Hager-Baker
Jada Tania Finch
Ashanti M Williams
Carmen Nichole Williams
Quintell Markeith Williams
Myles Jordan Wilson
Wynnter Solay Withers
Cheylna Denay Wolfe

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING
Kenneth Anthony Baldwin
Jeremy Jose Cabral
Enjolique Chandler
Cameron Serraile Cotton
Journlee Spairous Dlan
Alexandria Nicole Drakeford
Jada Tania Finch
Kayla Patrice Fitzhugh
James Allen Flynt
Michaela Renee Foreman
Desymne Shantreece Gaines
Eldan Monroe Hart
Shaina Aleah Hunt
Amari Jade Hunter
Royce Imani Johnson
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING, cont.

Ashtyn Marie Jones
Kennedy Simone Lettley
Alexandria Marrow
Arletha Milanna Morgan
Darien Camille Parker
Justin M Philip
Destiny Nicole Price
Kayla Deion Robinson
Desiree Denise Singleton
Paris Arena Smith
Rachel Delores Sweet
Dayna Nicole Thomas
Nina M Vestal*
Serena Symone Walker
Sydney Camille Washington
Logan Makayla Wesbey
Jaelyn Sharon Chrystelle Willis
Zari Celyne Coleman Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Justen Bethel
Nzaba Gloria Bikusa
Quinten Alexander Buie
Taylor Jordyn Bullock
Jairus Jabari Bush
Xavier Malik Glover
Jose-Luis Gomez Hernandez
Amanda Gray
Kyrun D'Marien Heard
Steven Henderson
Aliyah Karmen McCray
Raed Mohamed
Samar Navionne Naves
Darren Emanuel Shamburger
Nina M Vestal*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Amira M Ahmed
Derrick Marquise Allen
Kiana Nicole Baylor
Tyler Sylvanus Brown
Caleb Elijah Chapman
Anesha Nyia Colquhoun
Peyton Kennedy Ellen
Isaiah Kakobya Esau Fleming
Terrow Franks
Tenea Michael Hamilton
Ashleigh Kaylyn Jones
Olivia Kaye Maxwell
Andrew Michael Melton
Esmeralda Molina Flores
Anisa Kai Moore
Helen Calla Powell
Toby Ray Manderico Serrano
Clarence Caleb Upshaw
Natalia Eiris Velez Padua
Erin La’Shea White

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Aaron Juwan Anderson
Kerrington Lee Banks
Ethan Jeremy Brown
Megan Jade Bush
Ava Camille Campbell
Keterina Simone Clacks
Nadia Lee Douglas
Madison E Harriman
Jade Henderickson
Alexus P Jones
Gary Timothy Logan II
Wendyam Annette Ouedraogo
Victoria Simone Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING
Taylor N Bounds
Vincent S Brown Jr
Ayana Ashley Byrd
Ryan Justin Castillo
Amanda Nicole Collins
Ramair Colmon
Kerrington Cymoan Cooper
Troy L Freeman II
Jorge Andres Gonenaga Gonzalez
Deja Monet Grant
Da’Quan Markell Huitt
Alexandria Nicole Irish
Ibrahim Abdirahman Jama
Tylar Aleise Lanier
Brooke Lauren PRESSLEY
Payton Precious Russell
Tyana Lanae’ Scott
Joshua Robert Taylor
Julian Austin Wilkinson
Brianna Genay Williams**
Jorjie Mariah Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
Amir John Isaac Barnett
Zackary O’Neil Coley
Sherri Denice Davis
Chi A Smalls

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Jewel Rasha Cauley
Deja Victoria Davidson
Brea Danielle Eller
Ndasia Manaya Gerald
Cierra Nicole Joiner
Rebekah Mary Erin Jones
Joi Alexis Reid
Sherelle Nicole Rivers
Abrianna Marie Spencer
Kamari Tanae Sutton
Karryne Elizabeth Terry
Jakyia Wilson
Eugenia Nicole Witherspoon
Rosalyn Skye Yates

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Tatyana Simone Adamson
Bianna Katrece Cumberbatch
Rodolfo Garcia
Andriana Danielle Hargrove
Daniel T Hogue
Julian Johnson
Hadi Khoury
Khalfani Jamal Maatuka
Matthew Fitzgerald Moss
Zahria Alanna Mundy
Alioune-Ady Khaly Niang
Tasbeih Ahmed Nouman
Adonis Corrin Rucker
Erica Nishe Thompson
Taylor Alana Washington
Ashful Christopher Williams III
Justin Nathaniel Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Colin Edward Broomes
TayTiana Brianna Angelique Bryant
William Dunston Jr
Asha Parson Elsberry
Austin Tyler George
Joshua Anthony Govan
Judith Hernandez-Campillo
Bradley Deon Jernigan
Aaron Jakhale Matthews
Jabar Shabaka Olatunji
Mario Rafael Ortega
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Demetri Carlos Banks
Joshua J Blackwell
Bianca Monet Crawford
Lo’Treya Alana Davis
Kaleb Michael Durham
Craig Delore Fitzpatrick II
Evan Michael Gates
Angelica Marie Hood
Summer Rose Hudson
Jemari Lauren Johnson
Alex Javon Long
Shatori C Macon
Elijah Mekei Mattox-Davis
D’Aveon Latreyel McColllum
Jerrell Arnmann Mobjely
Steven Bernard Neal Jr
Saif Salman Noori
Alyssa Imani Parker
Jamon Gregory Porter
Calvin Pough Jr
Abdoulaye Lamine Sidibe
Adrian Kendall Williams
Christopher Gordon Williams
Kesean J Wilson
Jade Javonne Woodward

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Pia Nicole Agliam
Sobhi Abdo Alowdi
Dymon Shereese Atkinson
Noor-Ul-Ain Azmat
Natasa Yazmeen Baldwin
Aaron Christopher Benson
Deron Alexander Bibb
Albin Biju
Joshua Christopher Burnell
Justin Ross Burnett
Juwan Christopher Busby
Noukane Chanthamvavong
Juwan DeAndre Cheeks
Darius John Coleman
Garrett Atkins Coley
Brandon Nathaniel Davis
James Johnson Davis
Robert Antonio DeJesus Jr
Jesse Lee Dollarhite
Donovan Isaac Doss
Terrence Levoid Dunlap Jr
Christopher Jacob’E Dunn
Terrance Dwamena

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Noureddine Ait Ali
Manuel Angel Alvarado-Marin
Keandre Leslie Blow
Alexis Missael Camacho Leal
Devin X Clark
Monet Chontal Deadwyler
Jayasmine Nicole Decoteau
William Charles Griffin
Xinchen Hu
Rasheed W Jones Sr
Batool M Khader
Thy Anh Le
Samuel A Mackey
Brandon Jamar Moore
James Thuan Tran

Haotian Wang
Bruce William Whitfield

Torrance James Eberhart
Shnider Faustin
Rickie Jordan Freeman
Isaiah Lawrence Funderburk
Reece Monroe Gamble
Andrew John Gerold
David Edward Gunter Jr
Isaiah Jibri Hicks
Darius TyRell Hightower
Dallas Ray Holder
Vincent Isaiah Hope
Brionna Renee Johnson
Joseph T Justice
Son Klam
Yihui Liu
Kasaan Lytle
Sandra Maria Macioika
Parker Grey McCann
Trevor McGee
Donovan McGruder
James William McNeill
Jalen Christopher Moore
DeVan Edward Morris
Derek John Pagani
Isaiah Jevon Paige
Jesus Alberto Palma
Donald Kirk Perdue II
Esteban Prezas Garces
Jeffery Joseph Rahming
Matthew Rcom
David Michael Reese
Kayla Ashley Scott
Mekhi L Seraile
John Ryan Sexton
Zachary Michael Shandor
Amarcus DeTonio Simms*
Adia Jane’ Smith
Caitlyn Marie Smith
Anton Storodubtsev
Benjamin Thomas Steelman
Jeremy Lee Stowe
Bradley Ross Stringfield
William Joseph Taggart
Christian Q Thomas
Katriel Elisabeth Turner
Jalon Sinclare Twitty
Miguel Alejandro Valle
Shantiona M Vincent
Justin M Wallace
Kaiyu Wang
William Daniel Ward
Xavier Mehki Warren
Justin Scott Winters
JOHN R. AND KATHY R. HAIRSTON
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Sterlin Nana Appiah
Shaniyah Somara Artis
A’moni Alexus Baker*
Christiania Michelle Ballard
Robert Nathaniel Barr
Tierra Monea Bessant
Paige Simone Carr
Destini Brianna Tamara Brown**
Latia Jenea Brown
Tyreek Bryant
Alexis Danielle Cannon
Maiya Caraway
Dazjah Nicole Carmichael
Yasmin Blanca Carr
Akira Lafayette Chambers
Promis LaSaun Charity
Alesha K Clapp
Shaliyah Nicole Covington
Jibri L Cowan
Kasinda Ashley Cozier
Rhaleshia R Cran
Ellease Danielle Creer
Alayjah Monet Cunningham
Tamiya Tre’nice Dean
Shania Dixon
Delayna Denise Evans
Keleena Nadira Amaris Evans
Tasmyn Rose Fahey
Ma’Jhani Zairai Gaines
Michaya Amari Garner
Jayne Alexis Goode-Hudson
Jailyn A’Lexus Gore
Ebony Matilda Grayson
Kayla Michelle Grubb
Jasmine Nicole Hairston
Kiara Nicole Hall
Kyla Christina Hall
Ayana Mon’A Harris
Jasmine Nicole Harvey
Jessica M Hayes
Krystal Yvette Heckstall
Ty’onna Kemari Hollis
Amorie Bianca Holloway
Jaylen Nycole Hooker
Alexis Dominique Hooks
Camry Nicole Hope
Ricki S Howell
Mariyah Gabrielle Hughes
Jada Jonise Hyman
Mah-Noor Ifitkhar
Shaunae Andrea Jackson
Tamia Quintrice Jackson
Jaela Imari Jarrott
Anisah Khalis Jester
Jordan Janel Jeter
Tressann Malea John
Khalima Kargbo
Destiny Monique King
D’Kiah King
Malachi D Lee
Maya Angelica Lee
Gabriella Deborah Faith Lowe
Diamond Unique Manley
Meagan Armani Marshall
Taylor Dombrille Marshall
Ja’Nyah Chanel Martin
Paige DeSeguin Martin
Uniqua Shauntee’ McDowell
Dyn’esha Chequeelle McLean
Janari Mekael Mellette
Triniti Rachel Miller
Ivyory Shontell Mitchell
Rachel Simone Moore
Keaira Aarean Moore-Hall
Maetzin Mora-Diaz
Jordon Tenise Myers
Paris Alicia Newby
Ariel Delores Noel
Quamya Jazzmond Oglesby**
Charisma Marie Ollison
Hadiyah Theresa Ade Omar
Anasia Briana Ormond
Nacalá Marie Owens
Masae F Pailin
Paige Satchel Parker
Aniyah Kamil Person
Aubeneay Cheyenne Phillips
Brianna Nicole Rascoe
Victoria Nyumbazi Robinson
Dyamond Alicia Rogers
Nyasia A Rooks
David Port Rose
Michaela Sayyon Sanders
Renee Lasilaw Scarborough
Aliah Jonaé Sharp
Ashley Triana Shaw
Orlance Tyrese Shirley
Kenytta Jabrell Shoffner
Xavier Na’Im Simon
Keshawn Stanback
Janaee’ Symone Starling
Kwani Carla Taylor**
Jalyn Tennille Thompson
Tajah Amira Tucker
Joi Nichaela Turnage
Morgan Danielle Turner
Tionna Lynnaye Vaden
Brandi Miyaka Cortia La’sha Wagner
Lasharrica Janae Walker
Chantell W Wall
Jecara Alyssa White
A’Yana Arnice Euphaysia Williams
Darius Williams
Hannah Brielle Williams
Yasmin JaLuan Williams
Jasmine Lynette Wilson

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Jessica Elizabeth Baker
Adorable Unique Bigelow
Jasmine Kdajah Davis
Akin Egboywu
Jasmine Sharie Gibbs**
Bobby Tyrell Gorham-McCravy
Aaron Joshua Gray
Alexus Somone Hicks
Maya Valrissa Louise Marshall
Lyric Trene McCullough
Julia Yah Meyarzum
Chyna Ren’Ee Pollard
Theresa Rudd
Wede Jane Taweh

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPEECH
Bria Monet Banks
Ajada Danyell Brown
Alexis Beverly Charis Byron
Anna N Chadwick
Kenedi Nicole Chrisp
Danaesia Shenaed Hayes
Chandyn Tranese Hogan
Ta’Mia Nicole King*
Lexia Vaughn Langley
Katherine Joi Logan
Destination’ Alize’ Mack
Rayneesha Elaine Meadows
Imani Moe
Brooke Danielle Robinson
Oumie Mbaye Sarr
Olivia Simone Scott
Zaria Lontae-Pompey Smith
Mikayla Ann Wilkins
Suhailah Anani Wright
Chelsea Monae Wynn

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPORT SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT
Laya Dupri Adams
Jada Kaneshia Allsbrook
Breonna Janay Alston
Nyilah Nicole Kande Anderson
Dustin Everett Baber
Jaleni Amir Baker
Deontae Kevin Baldwin
Courtney Jalyin Baskerville
William Mitchell Beck
Simie Beedie
Kelly Nicole Bethea
Jordan Stephan Bigelow
Destini Deon Black
Chase Markell Bonham
Ja’Oshua Lemontrell Bryant
Joshua Campbell
Tyron Christopher Carroll Jr
Tamia Michelle Cofield
Xavier Cordell Coles
Tychel Brianna Coley-Chavis
Sabra Janai Crowell
Khaliil T Crudup
Deborah Dorothy Culbertson
Destanie Vanyale Davis
Kamryn Bryce Davis
Trinity Cyaan Davis
Makayla Simone Ellis
Shayla Janae Evans
Nhy Jordan Ferguson
Kalyn Ford
Lacy Nicole Funderburk
Jasmin Dominique Goldston
Mykal Lavair Good
Katelyn Michelle Graham
Eric Jerrell Gregory
Kahehri-Ma’at Ama N’Namdi
Gyenyame
Jordan Elizabeth Harmon
Mahala Denae Harris
Alexus Martina Jackson
Amari Nicole Jackson
Vivian Sapphira Jackson
Lynee Jacobs
Loren Alexis James
Myakeya Kelly Jamison
Aviance Jada Marie Johnson
Adam A Jones
Alexis Lakia Jones
Kelsie Patrice Jones
Terrell Jones
Vanessa Coleen Kelley
Ni’Lante Yorkow Lamptey
Quasha Shyrese Langley
Javien Ranell Laws
Marcianna Jane Lawson
Mi’Quia La’Shana Lide
Serita Angelyka Liles
Nia Simone Lundy
Cedric Covell Maddox II
Kaia Marrissa Eshe’ Major
Cayla Mone’i Makel
Zackery Austin Marshall
Toney McClammy Jr
Leah Aviana McCray
Dasia Imani McCrommon
Kierra Nicole McLean
Dijuan S McNair
Komari Dae’Quawn Noble
Kiara E Norman
Sha’Nidrid Abrion Outlaw
Payton Chyrea Parrish
Tiandra S Peppers
Courtney Renae Pitt
Deangelo Devond Prigden
Zachary Prigden
Treyvon Richardson
Niya Ananda Roberts
Kayla M Roland
Todd Daniel Rose Jr
Audrey Gabrielle Russell
Paula Tiana Salmon
Nodiyah Nittyah Satterwhite
Loren McKenzie Scott
Destiny LaShay Seetram
Imani Lauryn Sevier
Zavier Albeon Gariel Shipp
Deojanae A Shoate
Anwar Mohammed Shyllon
Moesh Carletta Smith
Tahqara Amun Spriggs
Daljah Mychal Thompson
Kalen Wanya Tims
Amoni Sharmaine Turner
Jaila Nicole Walton
Dorian Jabari White
Ashanti Nichelle Williams**
Sydney Brielle Williams
Demetrius D Wooten

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Janey Lynne Baskin
Shatrice K Boykin
Phyllis Briggs
Imani Naomi Clark
Ashley Ciel Cutting
Andrea Nicole Evans
Kris’Shawn Destiny Fleming
Tyia Lashay Ford
Kareena Alexis Gilbert
Raymonta Ty Quan Green
Justin Henry
Amari Hill
Courtney Michelle Holt
Kenya Simone Jackson

Deandrea Linitra Jacobs
Taylor Michelle Jones
Tichynna Da’won Leary
Ibrahim Mansaray
Shayla Joyce May
Samantha Mphoka
Alexcia Dayzhanae Myers
Imani Capri Reece
Alyssa Victoria Roberts
Jazymn Renee Scott
Shanice Zhane Tabron
Leah Michele Barnes Tyson**
Melane Elizabeth Wardlaw
Kyaunna S White

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Taylor Eveyke Abron
Keneyetta Renee Bowie
Alexas Myhole Boyd
Jacobi Bernard Boyd
Jada Latavia Brown
Tia Monai Campbell
Jayla Nyyanna Carson
Dymond Tyché’ Chase
Jaire Gibran Clarida
Monea D Connor
Anttraniece Nicole Elps
Jhordan Monet Gunter
Shalonda Raychele Hall
Crystina Chyna Theresa Harris*
Tia Alexis Harris
Brittney Latia Holt
Daveta Danielle Hooper
Jacqueline Olivia Hudson
Champagne Hunt
Kiana Monet Hutcherson
Isha James-Reeves
Cierra Janay Jones
Kenyu Dashanique Jones
Shikeria Vanae Jones
Cynna Sy’Nice Lester
Dominique Lashawn Lloyd
Tyneshia Kianna Merriman
Sarafina Wairimu Mwangi
Monique A Nickens
Yeilyn Nicole Nuñez
Deja’ Keshayvion Parks
Scott Wayne Pastorick
Bismillah Alia Perry
Tyquasha S Purvis
Samantha Denise Ramirez
Makayla Alexis Smith
Camille Marcellette Suitt
Dawn Archer Sunderhaus
Ravontay Trevor Taylor
Genyva N Washington
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK, cont.

Chyann Megi’On White
Naysha Antoinette Wiley
Shiaann Monai Willoughby
Jada De’Chel Yarbrough

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Tyler Alexander Barbour
Stacy Karl Blackman
Jonathan Lee Core
Ziyo’N Donnell Cunningham
Anthony Micheal Dobbins
Aaron Everette Haltom
Treveron Harris
Akiera Samia Howard-Gaither
Megan Lauren Hussey
Jalik Jehon Massey
William Eddie Sanders
Mark R Slade II
Jalen Xavier Thomas
Carlin Langston Williams
Everett Bryce Wilson
Jermaine Brent Wooten

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE AND METEOROLOGY
Ari Hanja Brown
Ashley S Pope

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Nolen Leander Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Mohammed Eltaybe Abdelgadir
Shawn Marcee Adams Jr
Aiyah Divine Anderson
Tyler Noel Baker
Myana Deniece Banks
Kaala S’monie Berry
Nitasha Arnezia Quawanay Blount
Leonora Princess Boston
Lauryn Ashley Chadwick
Nailah Tiana Cooper
Caleb John Cross
Jourdan Destinee Dickens**
Christen Micaiah Dixon
Ahlaysha Denae’ Hannah Douglas
Oniya Symone Ewing
Brianna LaKai Fitzgerald
Alexa Joy Fraser
Matthew Rashad Glasgow
Briana Alexis Glover
Mia Elizabeth Gowdy
Arianna Grant
Ryleigh Elizabeth Hall
Kirby Alexandra Hardy
Camille Frances Harrison
Tiana Alexus Hill
Majesty Arlene Holden
Glenn Lamar Jackson Jr
Brandon Morgan James
Keiona Ashley Johnson
Desilany Van Jones
Olivia Andrea Jones
Kaylin Alexandra Jordan
Balqees Khader
Kelly Kusi
Tylar Tanielle Lewis
Alexander Devon Martinez
A’Jaidia Kiara McCollum
Tashari Lanay Meadows
Zipporah Ayana Melton
Malek Shakim Mitchell
Makalah Shalese Morrison
Naylia Viola Muhammad
Zamaiya Crijianae Newsom
Avery Sean Pardue
Tyra R Penn
Dajha Lashun Perry
Ayanna Mikayla Proctor
Hayley Alyssa Repress
Alexis Stephanie Sanders
Elijah T Scott
Kenise Dya-Sha Smith
Martesha D Smith
Kathryn Ashley Stanberry
Sydney Elizabeth Townsend**
 Essence Tenea Turner
Yasmeen Atira Valdes
Briana Michelle Valentine
Gabrielle Clark Washington
Taylor Marquette Weatherford
Sydney Alexis Wheeler
Adoray Melagne Yed

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Devon Lawarren Branch
Antyana Shawnee’ Caine
Akayla Cooper
Harmony Love Dalton
Aryhanna Daeja Heaven George
TeAsia Lajoy Holliman
Victoria Alexandria Martin
Ta’Ceana Kaylyn Montgomery
Olufemi Abisola Olatidoye
Teyonna Matrish Saunders
Jeffrey H Shelton II
Monae Capri Laura Shockey
Jewel C Washington
Arianna Antoinette Watson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Bryant Q Barringer
Tamir Carter
Taryk Samuel Charles
Chelci Diamonds Robertson
Bryan Urena-Hernandez
Parker Destino Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
Tia D Jefferson
Marcus Donnell McCollum
Jason Bradley Pegram

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Donte Norman Humphrey
Adama Fatou Marenah
Carter James Williams II

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOMATICS
Jadien Dashun Adams
Ayobami Quayum Olalekan Akerene
Autumn Renea Alston
CERTIFICATES

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
Paige Anae’ Adgerson
Jasmine Nicole Allen
Leah Elizabeth Bland
Niya BreSchaun Boone
Kristen Le’Asia Caldwell
Gary Edward Devane Jr
Cierra Roneisha Drumgoole
Ashley D Dukes
Alyssa Monet Howie
Fantasia Reneé Humphreys
Morganh Britany Johnson
Yvonne Renee Malone
Marcia Kailyn Middleton
Talyea Nycole Morsell
Serenity Champaign Sanders
Milan Noell Thompson

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Morgan Braxton Batie
Katelyn Maria Crumpler
Aya Mayer Dixon
Jadayah La Cora Gallishaw
Sheree Lovetta Lingard
Tedra Justice McGuire
Sadie Sade Meeks
Marquise Ramon Peoples
Nicholas Joseph Ramirez
Tykaia Miracle Rose

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING
Imani L Carter
Lakisha Henry-Simmons
Brittany Rontez Holloman
Nika Melisa Mclean
Kevin D Moragne

REHABILITATION COUNSELING AND BEHAVIORAL ADDICTIONS
Shalonda Cooke
Tiffany I Howerton
Jailyn Brandee Jackson
Ebrahim Sori Mansaray
Faith R Tunstall

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Amir John Isaac Barnett
Maya Cohen
Sherri Denice Davis
Rickie Jordan Freeman
Rodolfo Garcia
Sierra Denise Generette
Tenea Michael Hamilton
Warren Samuel Desitter Hill
Chandyn Tranese Hogan
Maya Lynnette Johnson
Rasheed W Jones Sr
Quentin Isaiah Martinez
Wendyam Annette Ouedraogo
Kobe Devan Purdie
Dominae Antwan Smith
Marquan Rashadd Suggs
Sean Joseph Workman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
Devonne Nicole Rattigan*
Malea Ashley Shaw

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MATHEMATICS
Darick Anthony Edmond
Cianie K Jallah
Jazmian D Johnson
Ian Livengood
Jordon Gregory McCoy
Devonne Nicole Rattigan*
Amarcus DeToni Simms*
Rakiyah Alyana Williams

ADVANCED WASTE MANAGEMENT
Nagla H Elruffai
Mosarrat Samiha Kabir
Grace Emmanuelle Tarepeh
PLEASE NOTE: The listing of names of degree candidates in the commencement program is not to be considered official evidence that all degree requirements have been satisfied.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Helen May Blackwell
Timothy Charles Burke
Alexea Lachae Davis-Mitchell
Haley Rose DuRant
Kaitlyn Templeton Groce
Sarah Dawn Hinshaw
Sarah Lemons Lawrence
Janeice Makayla Leonard
Lizzie Morgan Messer
Jamie Leigh Antoine Simaan
Courtney Antonette Stout
Julie Tyonna Kareen Williams-Warren
Paul Wallace Young Jr

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
Sven Dylan Carlstrom
Lakhia Fuller
Franklin Eugene McCain
Tylah Nicole Robinson
Mecca I Straughter
Grace Emmanuelle Tarpeh

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Brianna Marie Jones

WILLIE A. DEESE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Saad Mohammed Aldawsari
Aruniche Cherie Anderson
Patrice A Brown
Jonelle Elise Dawkins
Marcus Stefon Lea Ferby
Leslie C L Frink Finch
Micah Louis Graham
Christopher Andrew Hinton
Kendric Thomas Lowe
Kamille Jenaye Magee
Kemba Lynnier Mitchell
Awa A Oguama
Ashley Chinasa Oha
Jeremiah Louis Parks
Terry Dale Robinson III
Elliott J Royal
Hope Lauren Sims-King
Patrick Charles Stanley
Leigh Anne Tamayo
Zachary Kaliek Thomas
Jasmin N Thompson

COLLEGE OF ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGLISH AND AFRICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
Emily Jean Davis
Bartola LeTanya Lisbon
Kenderick Tyshaun Moore
Awannak Sun

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Do’trell Damonz Allen
Aleah Taylor Archibald
Joi Janean Baker
Amanda Croom Byrd
Carine Pascale Derisse
Tracy Lynn Drake
Kristin Marie Hanhart
Jeree Louedell Holloway
Lakeitha Shakoya Johnson
Destiny S Jones
Danyel Vanessa Joseph
Tishawana Danielle Leach
Donna Jan Marion-Kiser
Tiffany Michelle Massey
Cherrill Nicole Moore
Kendra Deion Pate
Brandon Dominic Reaves
Shannon Patricia Goodman Rock
Aaliyah Renee’ Rogers
Micaiah A'deja Smith

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Melvin Teel
Tobline Spenna’ Thigpen
Wade Matthew Watkins
Aerial Woody

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ADULT EDUCATION
Yvonne June Anderson
Kierra Janae Ballard
Tyree Richard Bayne
Jumaane Maurice Colby Bowdry
Tony Alexander Crandell
Charles C Dent
Jaélyn Faith Felder
William I Graham
Megan Danielle Grimes
Lisa Snead Guy
Michele L Hill
Christie R Moore
Keisa Lashon Moss
Terrance Lee Peterson
Elliott L Rawls
Miranda Y Taylor
Reneshetta Nicole Wells
Brandi Renea Whitaker
Torriece Mia Wilburn
Earnest Franklin Womack Jr

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
Ashley Allman
Imani L Carter
Shalonda Cooke
Tiffany I Howerton
Jaiyn Brandee Jackson
Ebrahim Sori Mansaray
Nika Melisa Mclean
Shaquana Tierra Mercer
Chelsea Renee Mitchell
Kevin D Moragne
Keionna Rose
Faith R Tunstall

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Amber Emmilee Trunice Andrews
Shameka Lynn Jones
LoAngela McKinzie
Susan Misenheimer Orr
Kellie Belinda Powell
Tyler M Womble

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SCHOOL COUNSELING
Taylor Alexis Brown
Jasmine Danielle Cousar
DEVIONNE MARJORIE DEAN
ADAM DAVID DUNCAN
COREY JORDAN FREDERICKS
LAKISHA HENRY-SIMMONS
BRITTANY RONTEZ HOLLOWAN
TA’NAJAH LA’NECE LEATHERS
CHRISTY MARTIN
DEONDRE LEE MILLER
HAZEL LEAN MILLER
VANESSA SYKES MILLS
YAMUNA CLEOPATRA ROACH
JAUNKERRA TAUSHIA SANDERS
AMORY ELIZABETH SPARGER
GENESIS MEGAN WILLIAMS

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN LEADERSHIP STUDIES
GARY BERNARD BAILEY
Dissertation Title: The Association of Emotional Intelligence and Transformational Leadership to Job Satisfaction of Social Work Leaders
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Culver

ALICE AYANNA BOYD
Dissertation Title: Analysis of Department Chairperson Core Competencies: An Analytic Hierarchy Approach
Major Professors: Dr. Comfort Okpala and Dr. Tony Graham

HELENE A CAMERON
Dissertation Title: Leadership Perspectives of African American Female College Presidents: Focus on the Community College
Major Professor: Dr. Comfort Okpala

WAQIAH MCNARIEL ELLIS
Dissertation Title: African-American Women’s Likelihood to Participate in Clinical Research Based on Awareness, Convenience, and Compensation Factors
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Culver

JANICE DELORIS FURMAN
Dissertation Title: An Exploration of Nursing Leadership: Strategies of Succession Planning Among the Multigenerational Workforce
Major Professor: Dr. Comfort Okpala

SHAWN DARNEL ODOM
Dissertation Title: An Exploration of Noncognitive Factors That Affect Black Males’ Academic and Leadership Development at Historically Black Colleges and Universities
Major Professor: Dr. Geleana Alston

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN REHABILITATION COUNSELING AND REHABILITATION COUNSELOR EDUCATION
YVONNE M WARD
Dissertation Title: Beyond the Classroom: An Examination of Predictive Factors Influencing the Career Choice of Counselors with an Earned Doctorate in Counselor Education and Supervision
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Brooks

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
NAGLA H EIRUFFAI

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
DAWIT MEKONNEN ASAMEN
LULAYEHU TAFSE TORMA

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
SAI KRISHNA TEJA BASAVARAJU
SONYA JEANICE BURROUGHS
JEFFREY ESTEBAN GUZMAN
SEYYEDPOOYA HEKMATIATHAR
JEFFREY J MOORE JR
SWATHI NALLELA
ANGEL PATTERSON
S’MONE NIKOL SMITH

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DATA SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
HANEEN VERONICA ABUL-FADL
JONATHAN BAGLEY STEELE

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MOHAMMAD AHMAD AL HAMD
ABBIGAIL GRACE WADDELL

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
YUBO LI
JIPING ZHU

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTATIONAL DATA SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
ALI SULAIMAN ALWEHAIBI
Dissertation Title: Improving Sentiment Classification for Arabic Short Text Using Deep Learning Approaches
Major Professor: Dr. Kaushik Roy

MENAL CHAUDHARI
Dissertation Title: Machine Learning Based Strategies to Predict Sites of Arginine Methylation, Dephosphorylation and Redox-sensitive ERK2 Substrates
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Newman

LARKIN DOUGHER FOLSOM
Dissertation Title: Information-Theoretic Dynamic Decision Making of Multiple Agents under Extreme Uncertain Conditions
Major Professor: Dr. Hyoshin Park

NIRAJ THAPA
Major Professor: Dr. Kaushik Roy

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
SULTAN SAEED ALMAIKI
Dissertation Title: An Empirical Evaluation of Continuous Authentication and Anomaly Detection Using Mouse Clickstream Data Analysis
Major Professor: Dr. Kaushik Roy

RAHMIRA SHMIC RUFUS
Dissertation Title: Intrusion Detection via Neuroception for an Autonomic Internet of Things
Major Professor: Dr. Xiaohong Yuan
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Niloofer Bahadori
Dissertation Title: Device-to-Device Communication in 5G Wireless Networks
Major Professors: Dr. John Kelly and Dr. Abdollah Homaifar

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Sachin Hiraji Mhatre
Dissertation Title: Optimization Models for Road Network Protection and Restoration during a Natural Disaster
Major Professor: Dr. Xiuli Qu

Kehinde Ayodeji Odubela
Dissertation Title: Novel Methodologies for Estimating Demand at Hunger Relief Organizations
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Jiang

Marvin Anthony Rothwell
Dissertation Title: Predictive Model for Forecasting Clinical Outcomes of Rehabilitation Patients Using Advanced Technologies
Major Professor: Dr. Eui Park

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Obed Yaw Worlanyo Abotsi
Dissertation Title: Development of Cooling Techniques for Electric Machines at High Rotational Rayleigh Number
Major Professor: Dr. John Kizito

Jose Juan Corona Jr
Dissertation Title: Development of Electromechanical Actuators at Sub-Atmospheric Pressures
Major Professor: Dr. John Kizito

Sai Charan Dekkata
Dissertation Title: Model Predictive Control for Unmanned Ground Vehicles Using Robot Operating System
Major Professor: Dr. Sun Yi

Panupong Jaipan
Dissertation Title: Multi-Functional Titanium Oxynitride Nanowires by Pulsed Laser Deposition for Electrochemical Studies in Supercapacitors
Major Professor: Dr. Dhanajay Kumar

Mackenzie Truman Matthews
Dissertation Title: Adaptive and Neural Network Based Control of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Major Professor: Dr. Sun Yi

JOHN R. AND KATHY R. HAIRSTON COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES

JOHN R. AND KATHY R. HAIRSTON COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES

H’Yua Adrong
Jenna Marie Amundson Moss
Erica Yvonne Andrews
Jarytza Avalos Linares
Alisha Lee Baity
Madeline Paige Bonner
Erie Lan Bostrom
Shayonna M Branch
Mervin Lawson Brandy Jr
Laura Elizabeth Burleson
Steva Chamlas Burnette
Helen Marie Cain
Jessie Dale Cockerham
Amy E Crews
Iris Monet DeLoatch
Erin Mikala Dickerson
Kenan Dawson Durham
Jodi Kristine Farley
Jasmin Renee’ Flowers
Kali Cheyenne Forsythe
Samira Alexandra Foster
Diana Franco-Galindo
Genesis Clardonia Gardner
Celia Lynette Green
Caiden Taylor Haarvig
Mary E Hedgecock
Claudia Inez Hooker
Andrea Jones
Kelly Ann Jones
Kori Elizabeth Joyce
Paymon Kazemeini
Sherry L Kelly
Shayla King Drumwright
Bojana Knezevic
Cassie Danielle Marshall
Kayla Mariah Martin
Krista Cherrelle McGuire
Rebecca Jane Blythe McLean
Kyle David Moore
Andrew Joseph Bryant Mota
Erica Lee Muensterman
Sophia Raminelli Nagy
Joseph Henry Nienstedt
Amy Leigh O’Hearn
Danielle Erica Leigh Parker
Courtney Lynette Pittman
Langston A Powell
Alison Ann Roberts
Tiana Shaniqua Roberts
Dynestie Barbara Ann Robinson
Traveante Julian Ruffin
Christopher Dean Smith
Destiney Antonia Springs-Walker
Cherokee Breeze Staples
Kerigan Nichole Sullivan
Helen Berhane Tadese
Brianna Mechelle Wiley
Virginia Victoria Wright

JOINT SCHOOL OF NANOSCIENCE AND NANOENGINEERING

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NANOENGINEERING
Daniel J Oldham
Dissertation Title: A Multiscale Investigation on the Underlying Mechanisms of Bio-Oil from Swine Manure on the Rejuvenation and Aging Resistivity of Recycled Asphalt Pavement
Major Professor: Dr. Lifeng Zhang

Sheikh Shafayet Jamil Saudi
Dissertation Title: Biodegradable Electrospun Mesh of Polymer-Metal Composites for Biomedical Application
Major Professors: Dr. Shyam Aravamudhan and Dr. Narayan Bhattarai

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Denmarc Elisma
Yaye Hamadou
Tiana Chanel Johnson
Brayonna Chartise Middleton
Samantha Josephine Sikora
Tin Trung Truong
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
Terrence Lenard Everett Jr
Kia Jendayi Ayan Holt
Safa Imtiaz

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Jessica A Ayivi
Mudasar M Khan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Wendy Nichelle Albert
Tonya Cash Ammons
Shonda Alicia Anderson
Babatunde Anthony Araoye
Nicolas Alejandro Arduh
Samson Opeyemi Ayoola
Ekene Christian Bioseh
Penny Leigh Bohls
Jonathan Carreno
Demetrius Jose Chisholm
Kiara Ferguson
DiMarques Anthony Floyd
Tyler O’Neil Heaggans
Tyler Aaron Jones
Sarah Grace Lewers
Barbara Ann Purnell
Andrews Nii Djafio Quao
Tracey Mandel Rooks
Renata Gabriela Ruiz Rabadan
Neil Vaughn Thomas
Brandon Joel Thompson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
Simone Eliseo Santos

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Asim Iqbal Alavi
Nadia Abdullah Almalki
Jayla Myree Jones-Pack
Shenogh Shiffon Pugh
Jamal Jerod Robinson
Jarricka J Smith
Dante’ Dedandre’ Lazar Taylor

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Jeannette Delva-Wiley
Dissertation Title: Impact of Redox Modification on PKA Substrate Selection
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Newman

Asmamaw Amare Gebrehiwot
Dissertation Title: Flood Extent Mapping in 3D Using Deep Learning from High-Resolution Remote Sensing Data
Major Professor: Dr. Leila Hashemi Beni

Khiry Akeem Sutton
Dissertation Title: Fluorine-Intercalated Biochar for the Application of Ionizing Radiation Protection and Carbon Capture
Major Professor: Dr. Abolghasem Shahbazi
2020
GRADUATES
NOWHERE NEAR
BEING DONE.
May 9, 2021

Dear Class of 2020:

On behalf of the North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University Board of Trustees, Board of Visitors, faculty, staff and students, congratulations on your graduation from our beloved institution. We are proud of you for reaching this milestone and applaud your success.

As chancellor and a proud alumnus of North Carolina A&T, it gives me great pleasure to celebrate this occasion with you. As you reflect on the experiences and accomplishments that have marked your A&T career, never forget the rich history and traditions of this wonderful university and the support of the faculty, family and friends who have been a source of inspiration to you during this chapter of your personal journey.

I challenge you to take advantage of the opportunities that await you and commit to making a difference in the world. You are part of a strong global community of alumni who share a common vision to lead, create, discover, inspire, dream and love ... because that’s what Aggies DO!

We wish you the best in the days and years ahead as you move forward to improve the world around you and embark on a lifetime of learning and achievement. Remember that greatness should not be measured only by your personal success, but by the lives you enrich along the way.

Sincerely,

Harold L. Martin, Sr.
PROGRAM

PROCESSIONAL ............................................................................................................................................................... “Pomp and Circumstance”
Sir Edward Elgar

MACE BEARER ........................................................................................................................................................................... Julius L. Harp
President of the Faculty Senate

RESPONSE ............................................................................................................................................................................ “Lift Every Voice and Sing”
Audience
James Weldon Johnson

GREETINGS FROM THE UNIVERSITY ........................................................................................................................................... Chancellor Martin

GREETINGS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA .................................................................................................................... Pearl Burris-Floyd
Board of Governors

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ........................................................................................................................ Hilda Pinnix-Ragland
Vice Chair

GREETINGS FROM THE SENIOR CLASS ........................................................................................................................................ Devin Henry
President

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER .................................................................................................................................................... Chancellor Martin

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS ............................................................................................................................................ Sterling K. Brown
Actor

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS .................................................................................................................................................. Chancellor Martin

PRESENTATION OF COMMISSIONEES .................................................................................................................................... Chancellor Martin

RECOGNITION OF HONOR GRADUATING STUDENTS ........................................................................................................ Beryl C. McEwen
Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

PRESENTATION OF RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES .................................................................................................................. Provost McEwen

GRADUATE DEGREES .............................................................................................................................................................. Clay Gloster Jr.
Dean, The Graduate College

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES ................................................................................................................................................ Academic Deans

College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences Mohamed Ahmedna
College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences Frances Ward-Johnson
Willie A. Deese College of Business and Economics Kevin James
College of Education Paula Groves Price
College of Engineering Robin N. Coger
College of Health and Human Sciences Lenora Campbell
College of Science and Technology Abdellah Ahmidouch

CONFERRING OF DEGREES .................................................................................................................................................... Chancellor Martin

INDUCTION OF GRADUATES INTO THE NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ........................................................................ Teresa M. Davis
Associate Vice Chancellor for Alumni Relations

THE ALMA MATER .................................................................................................................................................................. Audience
(Audience Standing)

RECESSIONAL ............................................................................................................................................................... “Crown Imperial Coronation March”
William Walton
2020
BACCALAUREATE GRADUATES

* Students awarded two degrees
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Bryanna Robinson Ayres
Curtin Blakley Jeffers
Brandon Wayne Blankenship
Kenneth Roy Blanton
Heather Winslow Campbell
Samantha Lee Carpenter
Melinda Kaye Collins
Rhyne J Cureton
Ronnie Dale Edmonds
Andrew Chase Emamuel
Victoria Lee Good
Kendra L Gossett
Amber Paulette Murphy
Tyler Markland O’Mara
Cameron Vander Phillips
Chance A Rayle
Katlyn Rae Scafl
Lauren Marie Speagle
Felicia Ann Kelly
Sawyer Reid Stanley
Ta’Lore Saron Denise Stokes
Regan Kathleen Tell
Avery Chanelle Tucker
Mark K Tuwei
Jeanaye Sierra Watson
Sheila Aleatha Wells
Juliet Overman Whitehurst
Larry Maurice Wike
Amber Kathyn Williams
Tyson Kobe Williams
Jeremy David Wyche
Stacy Gregory Yokley

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ANIMAL SCIENCE
Jarod Butner Abdul-Rahman
Alisha Patrice Adams
Alyiah L Alexander
Kaelah Quiasia Alston
Beverly Corrin Bentley
Tanner Vaughn Ferguson
Emane Taylor Blake
Christina Lindsay Blanchard
Quontaza Zyree Bowden
Stacie Paige Brewer
Jenna Lynn Brown
Jenna Shanee Burgess
Cedricah S Caldwell*
Kinnidy D Coley
Abby Taylor Lamb
Marisa Kathleen Cristwell*
Malika Tierra Cromartie
Alicia Marisol Delgado
Julyana Melyssa Devonish
Kiana Zaria Fitts
Brooklyn Anija Freeman
Christopher Deante Gillespie*
Mikaya Dasia Gittens-Alexander
Kynnee Victoria Golder*
Corey Green
Benjamin K Hakim
Dominique A Harper
Olivia Tess Horne
Bianca V Ibarra
Erica Christin Jackson
Alicia Vianey Jimenez
Ayanah Johnson
Genesis Elini Johnson-Neal
Alyssa Bonae Jones*
Jabarius A Jones
Tatyana Miracle Jones*
Lawrence Frederick Josephs
Imani Shyiesha-Kierra Knight
Breanna Lynn Lamke
Jasmine Essence Lapsley

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Brionna Monae Bennett
Anthonia Bianca Bragg
Kiana Aubria Butler
Shauntay Dionna Butler
Tybria L Crutchfield
Shekinah Katrice Curry
Alice Bemma Damte
Joyce Kierra Hayes
Briana Ediana Knapp
Malakia Mechele Massey
Paris D McCants
April Charmaine Miles
Latif N Rainey
Kieonnda L Short
Katina Michelle Smith
Monique Denise Simmons
Montiah Rene Tumbleson
Ny‘Taljah Symone’ Valentine
Gabriel LaMar Walker
Gracie Kanise Warren
Valinda Khristine White
Sharea Monique Whiteside

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE
Amani Noel Adams
Oluwakayininsola Oluwaseyi
Amokomowo
2020

Aaliyah M Bagley
Tamia Natece Baker
Sabria Lovea Chapman
Telaysha Azureee Davis
Jaslynn Chanee Dixon
Jalen Kathleen Douglas
Tyesha Shonte Draughn
Kashya’ D Dunlap
Shannon Nicole’ Eason
Briana Joelle Edmonds
London T Foster
Zaria Tamara Foster
Tamera LaDeija Green
Tariq Nashawn Hargrove
Nadiya Syeda Harris
Cheyann Christine Henry
Jensin Camille Hightower
Joyclen S Hopper
Janelle Del-Shawn Hughes
Jasmine Monique Hughes
Brittany Claudette Jenkins
Leitaiya Shelby King
Joell Sherrece Maree
Zandra Denise Mikell
Christa Maria Mundy
Aaliyah Rashall Nickerson
Jasmine Sade Lee Ray
Destiny N Richards
Kandis Chanay Simons
Terrina Melissa Ward*
Ra-Sheem Malik Wideman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCE
Deja Marie Carrington
Asia Edwards
Delmonica TaShon Farrior
Myleia Renea Hill
Alisa Nicole Jamelah Hunter
Larissa Shimeon Jenkins
Anisa Imani Johnson
Ash Imani McElroy
Yazmin Monique Nieves
Malia Jeanae Rascoe
Naquanda Jackee Wade

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LABORATORY ANIMAL SCIENCE
Asayah Nicole Barnwell
Cedricah S Caldwell*
Marisa Kathleen Cristwell*
LaShara Necole Davis
Ally Deans
Christopher Deante Gillespie*
Kynnee Victoria Golder*
Alyssa Bonea Jones*
Tatyana Miracle Jones*
Alexa Jean McDonald*
Jordan Nile McKoy*
Charlinae Arian McNeil
Sydney Alana Miller*
Sanjay Renee Monroe
Quavious Rayshaun Morning
Martin Stafford*
Jacqueline Renee Steele*
Taylor Dorothy Terry
Bryant R Wiley
Anissa Leondra Williams*
Kayla Alexis Womble

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Tyron Neleh Alford
Ronald Jon Cubbage
Raleigh Gilbert Jr
Selah Victoria Grant
Bradley Nicholas Hunley Jones
Michael Len Livingston
Mitchel Lemarn Rice
Charles Malcolm Xavier Young

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Bilal Rahman Ali
Imari Dine’ Beatty
Erika Nicole Booker
Alexis Danielle Carr
Benjamin Samuel Clement
Kevin Patrick Coogan
Najeeah A Ford
Deandre Lamaar Griffin
Remy Timothy Hinton
Jasmine Elise Howell
Jasmine Dominique Hunter
Donte Malik Matthew Johnson
Brandy Kayla-Monet’ Jones
Breana Nicole Landrum
Ture Lanier Lawrence
Jourdan K Lisbon
Doreen K Opinya
Nayyar Nyette Tenner
Acheya Thorpe
Kelisha Renee’ Trice
Sharia Alexis Waldrum
Jordan Scott Walton

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Tremon Rashad Armstrong
Devonte’ Antonio Brown
Love L Caesar*
Celeste Rose Cornelius*
Kamilah Tabina Henry
Issa Musa Jabbi
Jeannelle Renee Johnson
Damean A Layne
Jada Mahogany Mapp
Joanna Martinez
Deasia Imani Noble
Tyler Nicholas Alonzo Perkins
Ashley Mikayla Shaw
Micah Alexander Shaw
Charisma Shields
Gabrielle J Smith
Machai Alena Smith
Kaylan Rosella-Morgan Winters

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN LIBERAL STUDIES
Carolina Andrea Alcantara*
Kaylon Allen
Atari Maurice Alston
Joshua Nathaniel Anderson
Jocelyn Elizabeth Andrews
Lakiaya Ariyona Aponte
Beulah Lee Armond
Brianna Shantet Armstrong
Marquise Lamar Atkinson
Victor Juwan Banks
Antasia Renee’ Barbour
Zachary Trevar Blackwell
Shatasha Delores Boney
Keilan Warren Bowens
Adrain Lee Brewington
Daija L Britt
Shane C Broomfield
Anaya Tiayona Brown
Sandra LaShaun Brown
Tanisha Brown
Physasha Juantreka Brown Belamour
Adrianne T Bryant
Willie C Bryant
Jessica Elaine Burroughs
Jhalessa Le-Tise Cameron
Saraah T Cardwell
Jordan Stefon Carter
DeAndra KeShay Chamblee
Marketa Yvette Chandler
Brittany Sheree Covington
Janayla C Chavarria
Kayli Elise Christ
Jada Clay
Algernita LeAnn Clowe
Robert Isaiah Coleman
Teri Janay Crews
Eryn Noele DeWitt Culmer
Stephen Lemont Davis Jr
Tyler S Davis
Vondrela She’kyra Dawson
Cordell DeWan Dennis

COLLEGE OF ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Laquasha Denise Dixon
Williazi Tiawan Dixon
Kynadi Alexa Douthit
Derrick R Dove
Ashley Marie Drakeford
Jeffrey B Duncan Jr
Narielle Shavay Ealy
Taylor Dianne Ellerbe
Jurnee Elise Elliott
Stephanie N Faison
Jamieson Kashiff Faulcon
Ja’Brae Coran Faulk
Shane Lewis Faulk
Arnetta R Feinster
Marsalis Jaylin Foster
Kayla Alexis Foy
Porchia Nicole Fuller
Tamia Diamenique Gaitwood
Alexis Rachelle Givan
Jenny Kelitha Glover Saunders
Taylor Caran Godfrey
Ferdinand Kodjo Goke
Ashley M Good
Adrienne Alyss Graham
Janai S Green
Nia Octavia Green
Thea Carolyn Gregory
Chasen Jireh Harris
Hannah Hartsfield
Devin Deshaun Haygood
Alana Damara Haynes
Thomas E Hines
William Denzel Hollingsworth
Keontae Howard
Dae’Sha Catrice Hudgins
Attiesha D Hudson
Joshua Hunter
Andre Maurice Jackson
Andrea Generette Jasper
Aaron Wesley Johnson
Jada A Jonas
Kaydra Shonquella Jones
Khalid Jermell Jones
Marvin Ray Jones
Wilbur Christopher Jones
Efuru Safiya Justice
Xavier Alexander Keel
Gariel Rashawn Kendall
Turner Forrest Kincaid
Alex Dai’Quan Lacy
Angela M Larkin
Zah’ Kina Monay Ashley
Anthony D Lassiter
Sydney Danielle Lawson
Janelle Lewis
Zerius Lockhart
Brandon Marcellous Mabry
Amber Nicole Maldard
Mouniratou Maman-Alfa
Lovely Candy Antoinette March
Glenn Darrell Marcy Jr
Makai Mason
Memoona Mazhar
Cariene Laverne McCall
Ashley Sade McClamb
Alexis Mashante’-Janay McCoy
Rashawn Tyrell McGruder
TaShonda J Gorham-McIlwain
Calah D McKinnon
Joshua Emmanuel McLaughlin
Jayla Ta’nyia McManus
Antonia Sha’Tora McNeil
Carol Denise McNeil
Bennie Lawarren McRae
Tyra Laura Merritt
Kemarni Mighty
Marcus Lamar Mitchell
Matthew Isaiah Moore
Christian Javon Lewis Moorer
Kaleel O’ander Moss
Tosca Nance-Jones
Christopher Juwan Nelson
AdeRemi Titilayo Oyelabi
Alici’a Elonda Parker
Ria Simone Pass
John Abdul Pearson
Antavious Thomas Perry
Donyea Michelle Perry
Latisha Perry
Quiilasha De’Shunta La’Donna Petteway
Jessica Taylor Petty
Kyree Kesselly Pew
Devonta Cortel Pickett
Walfrank Pineiro
Johnathan Lee Pratt*
Ian Matthew Reynolds
Tyler Jermaine Richardson
Jayne Roberts
Sierra Madina Robertson
Ashia Robinson
Tyessa Monique’ Robinson
Lauryn Dashd Ross
Skylar Sinclair Ross
Gerson Johary Sanchez
Kevin Michael Savage
Monet Kenyatta Sawyer
Lee Senior
Damien Tarik Shaw
Roybeatriz L Shaw
Shinobi Danielle Siberry
Alyssa Smith
Jimmy McNeill Smith III
Tajanee’ Smith
Tonika L Springfield
Janiah Ranisha Stabler
Ellison Camille Starnes
Cheyenne Dion Stewart
Joseph R Stewart
Trevor Allen Stewart
Tevin Rashawn Stover
Tevin Terrill Suduth
Ja’Quez Dewayne Taylor
Junior Augustus Taylor
Coray Shmia Thomas
Felicia Thomas
Michael Theodore Thomas
Tyler Shayne Tucker
Dionna Elaine Turner-Kiser
Yolande M Wainwright
Amanda Michelle Walker
Johvie’ DaQuan Wallace
Chandler JaNeen Warren
India Corin Warren
Quentina Michelle Watford
Marcus Dwayne Watkins
Moisha Destiny Watson
Ronald L White Jr
Antoine Dion Wilder
Jordan Wilkinson
Deja Winters
Anita M Wright
Danielle Nicole Wright

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC

Thomas E Hines
Latisha Perry
Katrina Claretta Galloway
William Denzel Hollingsworth
Quiliasha De’Shatta La’Donna
Keontae Howard
Dae’Sha Catrice Hudgins
Attiesha D Hudson
Joshua Hunter
Andre Maurice Jackson
Andrea Generette Jasper
Aaron Wesley Johnson
Jada A Jonas
Kaydra Shonquella Jones
Khalid Jermell Jones
Marvin Ray Jones
Wilbur Christopher Jones
Efuru Safiya Justice
Xavier Alexander Keel
Gariel Rashawn Kendall
Turner Forrest Kincaid
Alex Dai’Quan Lacy
Angela M Larkin
Zah’ Kina Monay Ashley
Anthony D Lassiter
Sydney Danielle Lawson
Janelle Lewis
Zerius Lockhart
Brandon Marcellous Mabry
Amber Nicole Maldard
Mouniratou Maman-Alfa
Lovely Candy Antoinette March
Glenn Darrell Marcy Jr
Makai Mason
Memoona Mazhar
Cariene Laverne McCall
Ashley Sade McClamb
Alexis Mashante’-Janay McCoy
Rashawn Tyrell McGruder
TaShonda J Gorham-McIlwain
Calah D McKinnon
Joshua Emmanuel McLaughlin
Jayla Ta’nyia McManus
Antonia Sha’Tora McNeil
Carol Denise McNeil
Bennie Lawarren McRae
Tyra Laura Merritt
Kemarni Mighty
Marcus Lamar Mitchell
Matthew Isaiah Moore
Christian Javon Lewis Moorer
Kaleel O’ander Moss
Tosca Nance-Jones
Christopher Juwan Nelson
AdeRemi Titilayo Oyelabi
Alici’a Elonda Parker
Ria Simone Pass
John Abdul Pearson
Antavious Thomas Perry
Donyea Michelle Perry
Latisha Perry
Quiilasha De’Shunta La’Donna Petteway
Jessica Taylor Petty
Kyree Kesselly Pew
Devonta Cortel Pickett
Walfrank Pineiro
Johnathan Lee Pratt*
Ian Matthew Reynolds
Tyler Jermaine Richardson
Jayne Roberts
Sierra Madina Robertson
Ashia Robinson
Tyessa Monique’ Robinson
Lauryn Dashd Ross
Skylar Sinclair Ross
Gerson Johary Sanchez
Kevin Michael Savage
Monet Kenyatta Sawyer
Lee Senior
Damien Tarik Shaw
Roybeatriz L Shaw
Shinobi Danielle Siberry
Alyssa Smith
Jimmy McNeill Smith III
Tajanee’ Smith
Tonika L Springfield
Janiah Ranisha Stabler
Ellison Camille Starnes
Cheyenne Dion Stewart
Joseph R Stewart
Trevor Allen Stewart
Tevin Rashawn Stover
Tevin Terrill Suduth
Ja’Quez Dewayne Taylor
Junior Augustus Taylor
Coray Shmia Thomas
Felicia Thomas
Michael Theodore Thomas
Tyler Shayne Tucker
Dionna Elaine Turner-Kiser
Yolande M Wainwright
Amanda Michelle Walker
Johvie’ DaQuan Wallace
Chandler JaNeen Warren
India Corin Warren
Quentina Michelle Watford
Marcus Dwayne Watkins
Moisha Destiny Watson
Ronald L White Jr
Antoine Dion Wilder
Jordan Wilkinson
Deja Winters
Anita M Wright
Danielle Nicole Wright

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Andrea Generette Jasper
Johnathan Lee Pratt*
Munawir Zayed Almutairi
Alexis Sabrina Blackshear
Brittany Nichole Bunch
Michael L Byrd Jr
Jaleel Vaughan Caesar
Love L Caesar*
Kurt Shawn Clark Jr
Celeste Rose Cornelius*
Ajaill Marshes’ Corpening
Marquis Lamar Donald Jr
Skye Trenae Gregg
Roman Alexander Hatcher
Deonta Rayvon Horton
Najawa Ayanna Huntley
Dant’e Lamont Jennings
Jamila Shanta Johnson
Keonna Shatori Keese
Kenon Lenell Lattimore
Jalen Garrison Maxwell

40
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Madeleine M Akobundu
Demetri Joshua Alexander
Mohamed Lamin Allie
Ari Jackson
Desmon Wydell Armwood
Zarya Shakeja Ashley
Micheala Schneidene Baptiste
Kylan Trevette Bell
Aloria Ray-Cyn Brown
Antoriya Marshe'll Leigh Brown
Emerald Lin-Joyce Brown
Lazaarus Lazelle Brown
Lityra Iman Bruce Matthews
Ny‘Asia Ayanna Bryant
Steven Chamlo Burnette
Daniela Elyse Byer
Jailene Cabral
Aleeicia B Chavis
Jaujan Jerome Crawford
Synphanie Lynn Crosby
Joshua Ira Dark
Megan Davis
Nyrika Alexandria Davis
Raina J Davis
Samantha Annabel Desir
Katisha Janea Dixson
Jasmine Danielle Dudley
I’son Qua’Mel Elliott
Justice Ruby Epps
Rasheed Stephon Ferrell
Tareyana S Flood-Taylor
Detraveus K Forte
Hannah Nicole Foster
Jocelyn Nicole Franklin
Samantha Leigh Gast
Okeela Shanese Hamrick
Sennovia Aleshia Hardge
Kiara I Harrison
Benjamin Eric Hawkins
Leila Davon Haynesworth
Marvin Gregory Hester
Taylor D Holland
Ja’Qaveya Naporea Holly
Brittany JaLisa Horne
Jillian Irene Irving
Mia Marie James
Rodney Lee Jenkins II
Maliah B Jennings
Katina C Johnson
Vauhn Johnson
Ja’Lynn Nyreee Joyce
Jordan Ricardo Lesso
Kayla Renee Lucas
Antonio Javon Martin
Camille L Martin

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN VISUAL ARTS, DESIGN
Cyre’ Darnell Aery
Jarrett Marcel Brown
Felix Matthew Davila
Christopher Trey Farrar
Ashley Dette Franklin
Jocelyn Paige Goodman
Kyla Diamond Hemmans
Tycen D’Marco Hunter
Vernon Christopher Ingram II
Algie Mark Jordan IV
Eric Lenard McClenton
Abram J Miller
Sara J Nevedal
Daylon Jamal Owens
Brianna V Purnell
Keshawn Tyler Sanders
Cambrille Alayna Thomas
Antonio Lavel Wilcox

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL THEATRE
Sekani Ameen Abdui-Karim
Derrick Evans Batten Jr
Trejah Bostic
VaShannon Aleta Brevard
Khali Aisha Brewer
Jac’Aja Sha’Kay Buffaloe
Kaylan Cherry Cox
Breyanna Namir Cropper
Asha Basha Duniani
Djmon Ahmad Gordon
Courtney Aliah Halstead
Muhaymin Hakeem Luckett
Thomas Jesse Martin Jr
Demarius Raquan McNeill
Meyah Iman Miller
Bria Elise O’Garro
Jalynn Perchoshe’ Pasley
Cameron Demark Piggott
Keatlin A Sifford
Bria Chanté Smith

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION
Ambria Regine Abney
Mark Shannon Alston Jr
Kala’H Joelle Simone Bailey
Blair Sinclair Barnes
Patrick Devon Battle
Talissa Joi Bell
Brea Simone Bovell
Justin Matthew Boyd
Asya Le’Sara Victoria Brandt
Brianna Roxann Monere Brantley
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATION, cont.

Falesha Brodie
Alex Nicolas Brooks
Kyra Chele Brown
Kyrah Iyania Brown
Joel G Browne
Will Durant Buggs
Akiba Hausson Byrd Jr
Kailyn A Calloway
Diamond Alea Carroll
Meagan Janelle Chalmers
Jade Lee Childs
Chandler Elizabeth Colclough
Chelsea Lashea Daniels-McGirt
Joshua Aaron Davis
Siddeeqah J'quetta Dawkins
Vanessa Marie Delgado
Kayla Marchelle Diallo
Avery Emil Dillard
Cameron Alexis Dinks
Sierra Briyana Dixon
Rickey Dorsey
Maya Ann Douglas
Trajan Ja’Von Douthit
Donecia Shonaé Dunk*
Kiah Monique Durham
Patrick Louis Edmond III
Christopher A’lan Edwards
Heaven Manelle Ewing
Chatoria Ferguson
Morgan Onyiye Flemings
Darius Denzel Foggy
Peyton Alexandria Forte
Sierra Elexys Fryson
Destiny Nichole Gaines
DeVone Elisha Gainey
Ricayla Monique Gallop
Cristian Xavier Gardner
Elaijah Tera-Marie Gibbs-Jones
Allison J Gilmore
Kelsie Chyanne Gray
Joneera Marie Grigg
Jalan Kiera Gunning
Krystal LaShawn Hall
Dache Chanel Hardison
Timothy Lamont Hargrave II
Chase Christian Harris
Romesha A Haynes
Morgan S Haythorne
Devin T Henry
Larry D Hester Jr
Jewel Marie Hill
Moriah Del’Mar Hill
Gary Lorenza Hooker
Diamond Chanel Hubbard
Mahogany S Hutchins
Cierra Alexis Ivey
Kariatu Sara Jalloh
Alphonso Vonte’ Johnson
Amara Nicole Johnson
Jasmine Janelle Jones
Gregory Joyner
Myla Regine Keitt
Kayla Annmarie Larkins
Michaela Lynn Leggett
Virgil Tyrone Lesane Jr
Jakayla Emani Lide
Nia Jewell Lucky
Taylor Marie Lynch
Fairrionna C Magee
Devin M Martin
Mecai Renee Martin
Iyanna Nashe Martha McAllister
Jadarius Dontaise McCoy
Kahron Dominique McNeil
Lauren Kennedy Melton
Ayanna Taheerah Miller
Lyric Shavon Mitchell
Brianna Renn’ee Monroe
Chiara Shanell Moore
Jachin K Moore
Megan Candace Moore
Dominique Imani Muhammad
Ra’Shana Neal
Kiara Lynne Nelson
Shawn Brenden O’Connell-Robinson
Oluwafunmilayo Polashade Olopade
Angelica Lorine Owens
Regine Shy’Ann Palmer
Dena Marie Parker
Cheryse Jeanine Patterson
Autumn Paige Pennycooke
Tiara Marie Polite
Davares T Pruitt Jr
Michael Darnell Rich II
Kendall Maree Rooks
Kayla Denise Rucker
Zila Sanchez
Tanora Leshay Sanders
Shahada Atamai Shabazz
Kavyn Naquae Simpson
Stefon Monta Smith
Taylor Imani Smith
Alecia Anais Smyre
Chyna Ja’Kym Spencer
Brianna Alsenia Stewart
Shamyah Almnae’ Tatum
Dajanae’ Mikea Taylor
Aniya Marie Teal
TyRel LaTavious Thompson
Nivra Thornton
Kivette M Tiferson
Devon Edward Townsend
Raven Sade Tyler
Kayla Alexis Veale

Ania Mone’t Wallace
Ryan Danielle Washington
Tiana Brecole Waters
Sadie L Wells
James Nazareth White
Quantarius Ja’Qual Whitted-Williams
Aleia Jenell Wiggins
Jared A Wilburn
Angail Ruth Wiley
Brianna Denise Williams
Callena Williams
Isaiah Anthony Williams
Makayla Ajanellie Williams
Sydney Brianna Williams
Alaundre Malique Willis
Christa Wilson
Alexis Delores Wray
Brayson Wright
Taris Davon Young

WILLIE A. DEESE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING

Christina Renee Boyd
Kerrah Elise’ Brown
LaSeptra Ronisha Campbell
Anyia Monet Childs*
Omariyah Nikayla Clarbie
Janice Chudney Culmer
Dominique Lyn Diop
Iyanna Chauntei Edmondson
Preston Tyshaun Lee Ellison
Amy Evans
Djimon Kobe Faulkner
Telisha Lydell Fleming
Asha Nadine Fumi-Fiamawle
Mariah Rebecca Gooljar
Jonasha Lenee Green
Dia Gurley
Janessa Harkley
Shadae Labree Henderson
Keanna Sasha Howell
McKayla Dominique Jackson
Michael Kenneth Johnson
Darien O’Neal Jordan
Takia Theresa Joseph*
Jamesha Lawrence
Jordan P Lawrence
Benin G Lester
Kishawn Toray Love
Dennis A Peebles III
Cenoriah Pittman
Diamalee Mercedes Santiago
Carnell Turner
Kayla S Wade
Shaniya La’Nette Watlington
Olivia Janae White
Devon Nesby Woods

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
Lauren Tene Cesar
Anyia Monet Childs*
Destiny Camille Cummings-Davis
Cayla Monet Ellis
Eliah Mandyl Evans
Jamal Rashard Griffin
Takia Theresa Joseph*
Shavanya Anna-Michele Mackroy
Khani Lee O’Daniel
Anaysia Marie Payton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS EDUCATION
Joseph D Alston Jr
Robert Larvarus Breeden
Tameka Shawnee Clark
Fouad Amro Elsenbary
Daniel Guzman Olivera
Carlton Henry
Mackenzie McColl
Courteney De’Anjelique McCullough
Allen McLean
Raven Ashton McLean
Ashantae Monique Pratt
Erica Monique McDougal
Aaron James Slater
Samantha Joy Stevens
Daryl DeJuan Taylor
Chad Vanne

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Sean Courtney Campbell
Rachel Angelik Gant
Jordan Webster Smith

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
Corbin A Anglin
Raven Alyssa Brooks
Ayana Latania Rosalee Charity
Raequel Janay Chase
Jonathan T Clark II
Mark Denny
Christopher C Halley
Chad Jamison Hardy
Donte Jeffries
Zhataya Nyajja Jones
Jayla Myree Jones-Pack
Elijah Jwan Lewis
Vernell Lauren Mackey
Olinda Faith Mohammed
Kayla Danielle Moore
Maurice Leon Perry II
Mtrende Mary Roll
Jasmine Victoria Thomas
Payton Simone Turner
Timothy Watkins Jr
Tony Billie Watlington Jr
Alleeyah S White
Amari Carliese Williams

Destiny Aiyanna Hill
Wesley Conrad Holiday
Raven Nikia Hughes
Jamal Delon James
Nepri I. James
DreShauna RDrez’ Jarmon
D’Nea Darcel Jeffers
Bria Kiana Jeffreys
Rabih Mikal Johnson Jr
Shynia Devyn Johnson
Taylor Denise Johnson
Teja Kiana Jordan
Lydeah Maree Opal Kearse
Victoria M Lawson
Diamond Joi Leary
Daish De’Vikika LeGrand
DeNisha Nicole Leigh
Jamann Rain Lewis
Claude Julien Lindsey
Image Gekala Linen
Jessica A Martin
Joshua Tyrek McLaughlin-Walker
Brandon Adam Mclaurin
Zachary Alexander McWilliams
Trence Antione Miller
Azia Monique Morgan-Brown
Hynia Tyleen Morris
Chelsea Alexandria Moyer
Kelsea Janae Moyer
Javius Ty’Vez Nixon
Kareem Jali Oden
Myia Lena’ Peters
Raequann O’Neal Pone
Darelle Jordan Pressley
Brandi Chantele Price
Emani Richardson
Lyric Kimlaya Richardson
Emory Rollins III
Tahira Undrell Sartin
Kayla J Smith
Destiny La’Nay Stanard
Jocquel Devone Streeter
Alejandro Christian Torres
Aleisha Nneka Vaught
Nibria Vieux-Alexander
Jada R Wade
Tareesha C Watkins
Djovory Curcell West
Adrian M White
B’Angelo Ryan White
Kianna Chant’e Wilder
Kathryn Janae’ Wilkins
Janneca Ray Williams
Terah Denise Williams
Alexes Williamson
Jonathan Myles Withrow
Kayla Marie Yearwood
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING
Nailah Mu'Nisah Armstrong
Austin Boyd
Dwayne Earl Branch II
Kamari K Carter
Ahna Simone Crawford
Jasmine Dorothy Currie
John Elbert Davis Jr
Elise Margarita DeGraffenriedt
Essence Edwards
Adasha Taikeya Gillette
Cara Grogan
Tony Jayquan Horne
Satchel Acie Jeffries
Brian Nicholas Jenkins Johnson
Miranda Anita Johnson
Kiana Makaila Landry
Ciara Symone Leasure
Christian Joseph Lesanga
Alexus Faith Lessears
DeSean Keef Little
Kamaria India McGathy
Kyra Nicole Miller
Aigene Glenn Morris
Keyara B Overton
Jasmine Potter
Jazmine Jeanette Proctor
Kiarra Allyssia Renee Reed
Eric E Rodgers
Mia Shannonhouse
Jasmin Nicole Sharpless
Starlyn Victoria Simmons
Jalen Jamar Singleton
Colby Janea Sloan
La'Daisha N Smith
Nazir M Smith
Ariana Rae Stewart
Jordan E Thornton
Kenneth John Tinsley
Chanelle Akira Walker
Terrina Melissa Ward*
Kalyisha Mona’ Warren
Brice Alexander Williams
Bridget LaBreia Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Jeremiah Aaron Apparicio
Krystal Jenisse Barnes
Morgan Kenedi Bommer
Tyreak D Carr
Myah Nycole Chatmon
Daniel Jay Cleckley
Quinten Alexander Coles
Tasha Delaine Davis
Marvin Jerome Edge Jr
Derek Joshua Edwards
Bailey Nicole Harvey
Jade Whitney Hill
Kelvin Lenard Jones
Darien Thomas McNeill
Bryll Kilpatrick Moss
Leon Lionel Parker III
Genesis Zara Pratt
Sarah Renee Quick
Douglas Fred Richburg
Jacob Anthony Smith
Joseph Bradley Smith
Donald Taylor III
Kristopher Lewis Wallace
Kiana Marie Williams

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPEECH
Lorenz Christian Clark
Myah Deltese Curry
Brittany Renee Gibson
Le’Daisha Lenn Graham
Jordan Michelle Harris
Christopher Edward Holt
Tyra A Ivy
Chelsea N King
Amarie’ Loreal Maynor
Ashlyn Tamara McIver
Kennedy Christine Miller
Tyrelia Anitra Sawyer-Mercer
Shavonda Arielle Scott
Jalyn N Thomas
Bria Asale Thompson
Ebony G Washington

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Ashley Michele Bridges
Nia Michelle Coleman
Alexus Lanise Cox
Morgan Bielo Flowers
Dominique Desiree Hyatt-Winn
Talia Keniece Lane
Alexis Ja’Carr Molder
Zariah Alexis Roy
Tyania Danae Simms
Monezhia R Walker

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Bader Ghorman Alamri*
Shyree Cijour Anderson
Bryson Donnell Boone
Eliama Njeri Brown
Chukwudilimonso Tyler Emordi
Lauren Ashley Gisson
Christinia Latashia Green
Jonathan David Jones
Christopher R Lyles Jr
Daniel Magallanes
Karson Wesley McLeod
Eric Anthony McNair Jr
Kendra Monet Payne
Tierdra Tasha Rembert
Arthur Ware II
Jeremiah Ezra Williams
Tyler Phillip Zagurski

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING
Brittney Lynice Bolden
Mikhaila Elaine Williams Daugherty
Lanya Monique Evans
Nydra Siemyam Flythe
Marquionna Marie Gordon
Amesha Towana Green
Khalid D Harley
Akosua Sennu Johnson
Destini Brooke Johnson
KiAsia Janell Lawson
Jayme Marie Lewis
Mariah Elise MacKinnon
Natori Brianna Maske
Logan Noel Porter
Daisha Marie Richards
Henry Lewis Staten
Chase Alexander Steed
Alessia Carmen Stewart
Trevor TaRance Surratt
Devana Delois Turner
Angelo A Walker Jr
Teeghan Denoris Wiggins
Micah Joseph Xavier

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
Jamia Alexandra Curry
Wanita David
Endia J Fletcher
Jasmine Alexandria Gibson
Asia Sadie Jackson
Nahndi Tirrell Kirk-Bradley
Diamond Shekinah Mangrum*
Marvin Leroy Miles Jr
Brooke Lonae Smith
Kelyah Mone’ Spurgeon
Charles W Sterling III

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Issac Nuertey Akwetey
Zachary Gage Alexander
Gyamesewa Amonoo
Keith Alan Boyd
Antonia J Bruce
Jasmine Chikha
Susan Chikha
Samuel Chuku
Clifford Moses Cole
Lynnae A Echols
Myles Stewart Jarman
Francesca Aurielle Imani Johnson
Trent McGuire Jones
Rashmi Kumari
Emiri Hong Nguyen
Jordan J Prince
Didier Munezero Senga
David Michael Thomas II
Bruce Jerome Washington

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ke’Shawn Percell Alexander
Gary Quinton Allen
Kristofer Ryan Bailey
Marcus L Bailey Jr
Savannah Nicole Belton
Freddie Akoto Boadu Jr
Terrence Lydell Christian Jr
Jakeem L Cofield
Jeremy Ray Crocker
Brandon M Daughtry
Michael Steven De Long
Thomas James Ford
Briana Nicole Hatley
Seth Malachi Kerr
Michael Edwine Agyapong Newman
Alayna Foster Owens
Hyeon Su Park
Charles Christopher Randall
Oliver Wendell Sutton Jr
Marcus Edner Thelemaque
Terence Isaiah Thurman
Ahmed Altayeb Vadol
Chad Alexander Watson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bader Ghorman Alamri*
Tariq Abdulaziz M Alateeq
Turki Abdulaziz M Alateeq
Kamilah Alcantara
Mohammed Ahmed Almehmadi
Fahd M Almutairi
Saud Farah Alotaibi
Fahad Nasser Alwutayd
Michael Steven Bell Jr
Nazzel Bell
Gerald M Carter
Stephan Ramone Douglas Jr
Dimitri O’Neal Gambrell
Julian Alexander Graves
Alexis D Green
Gabriel Malik Green
Nathan Sidney Hart
Sean Walter Hartung
Tyler Lorinda Huggins
Breanna Jasmine-Starr Jackson
Christian Powell Kubuanu
Raina Duchess Lenear
Jordan Tyler Lewis
Joshua D McDuffie
Frank William Mike Jr

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
James N Adams IV
Ulthman Olawale Alibalogun
Christopher Allis
Abdul Ashwood
Joelle Laona Banks
Tiara Keanu Bell
Dazhia Celeste Blassingame
Romell Richard Bolton
Angelo Christopher Bradley
William Ruffin Brown
Da’Mya Nicole Campbell
Malcolm Decarlo Coley
Alexis Danielle Cooper
Xavier Allen Crawford
Anthony Garcia
Jania Asiel Henderson
Alexia Loren Jackson
Cheyanne McKenzie Jackson
Danielle Latoya Jenkins

Arkell DeAris Kenney
Katimu Mbalu Lissa
Bria Patrice Massey
Marcus Joshua Mitchell
Myles Christopher Neloms
Justice Immanuel Parham
Teon Parker
Shondale A Rhodes
Jahleel Israel Rivera
Jarell Samuel Anthony Ross
Shantiuna Quadasia Sanchez
Kyle A Setzer
Sandeep Shah
Addison Wade Shaver
Nylund Pierre Sidifall
Kameron Darnell Slater
Braxton Thaylor Smith
Shaquille Ra’Shun Taylor
Camden Maurice Wade
Robniqua Leann Wilder-Winborne
Oliver McArthur Yellock
Louis Anthony Young II

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Nabeel Ahmad Abdelmajid
James Patrick Anderson
Jonathan Kalim Andraos
Adam Kyle Benedict
Oliver M Borris
Anthony Terrell Carthen
Richard Chia
Jared Xavier Dawson
Alfadil Alhadi Hammad Ebrahim
Dajah D Edwards
Alecia Grant Gil
Ashlee Nicole Gordon
Kristofer Keith Grimes
William Henry Hall III
Eugene H Hanley
Jere’ Me’ W Jones
Jeremiah T Jones
Hulon Travis Kemp
Charles Noel Kidroske
Quintin Delmart Lassiter Jr
Augustine A Lund
Jordan Alexander McCain
Brandon Myles McDowell
Catherine Alexandra Miller
Lenny Nshimiye Ndayisaba
Reginald J Nelson
Jacob L Newsom
Robert Ellis Nunn
Akhita-Maat Page
Brittani Da’Shay Patterson
Steven V Powell II
Myles Xavier Ross
Zhuoliang Song
Maurice Vincent Steward II
Joshua Donte Thomas
Darian L Thompson
Darius Earl Trotman-Burns
Thenglee Vang
Peiran Wang
Robert Alexander Yarborough

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Mariah Rena Abraham
Naser Abdullah Alateeq
Khalid Abdullah Aldawsari
Adnan Hamoud Almutairi
Abdulrahman Mesaf Alotaibi
Sulaiman Alqahtani
Alexander Sterling Bailey
Amani Jyahn Banner
Reese William Bearden
Jesus Francisco Brito De La Rosa
Destiny Ann Akayla Brooks
Eric Neal Buice
Eric Jerome Carmichael Jr
Jordan Ryan Cullins
ShaMyia Tiarra Darby
Malik Marcel Davis
Willie Dingle II
Adrienne Briana Douglas
Jair Christina Dunham
Victor Lee Gist Jr
Christopher Andrew Graham
Halle Milan Hammond
Rebecca Monet’ Hood
Zariya T Howie
Brittney Nicole Johnson
Akliah Munirah Kafele
Brandon Alexander King
Gibril Koroma
Jovan Renee Lawless
Martin Nathaniel Mayhand
Brandon Donnell Miller
Matthew W Mullens
Makala A Murphy
Svanna Rae Sahlender
Jade Petta Smith
LaMiah Marie Tysinger

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Stefalo N Acha
Mohsin Hussain Alnajrani
Mohamed Saud Alotaibi
Mujib Hamad Alsahli
Mansour Mana Alyami
Tishiana Nachell Beasley

Donovan Julian Berryman
Natasha Nicole Carter
Tyheir Jamal Clemons
Derrick Dion Daniels
Dawson Lee Davis
Justin Michael Davis
Simone Michele Douglas
Benjamin Franklin Dowell
James Caleb Dyce
James Rathbun Esmay
Brandon Michael Ethridge
Selena Nicole Eubank
Coyee Jontez Farmer
Jada Rena Farr
Denzel E Fields
Aaron Michael Finchum
Kenneth Stanley Fuentes-Escobar
Murphy Benjamin Gay
Darrius Jeremiah Godar
Jeanine Antrice Greetley
Ryland Lee Grimstead
Gerald Garcia Gutierrez
Cathleen Brand Hackett
Marvin Louis Hamilton
Gabrielle Nichelle Harris
Morgan Ann Harris
Myles Anthony Harris
Michael Christopher Henderson
Aaron Michael Hill
Sherman Shoak-Man Ho
Jerrell Michael Jones
Eric Edmund Keeler
Joshua Kim
James Tyke Land
Taylor Lily Lawrence
Vincent Bernard Lee II
Herbert Breshaun Liles
Andrew Levancie Lofton Jr
Harold Casey Lowe
Wendell Alexander McDuffie Jr
Keon McKay
Chloe Danielle McMillon
Annie G McPherson
Lauren Alexandra Moore
Ethan Christopher Moore Thompson
Christopher Lacy Morant
Dwight Nicholas Murphy
Divine Onyinjekwuchukwu Onyemzie
Kendall J’nae Petty
Eric Nicholas Phillips
Kristina J’nei Redd
Reginal De’Shawn Rhodes
Rashaad D Robinson
M’Kayla Danae Rodgers
Austin Taylor Sexton
Reginald Lee Shore Jr
Julian Jarrard Stephens Jr

Wesley Rafiq Sullivan
Abanoub Tadros
Anthony Robert Thomas Jr
Daniel Justin Tilley
Brianae S Tuck
Morgan Blair Tyner
Jose A Villa-Romero
Ryan Cole Williams
Catherine M Wilson
Jonpaul Wise
Bo Zhou

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY
Kourtney L Adams
Jasmine Aguilar
Carolina Andrea Alcantara*
Jade Alford
Hope Simone Allen
Amina Tanea Alston
Tiana Banks
Kyle J Barrentine
Imani Bass
Cori Amil Battle
Shadiya Imani Battle
Orion Monique Baylor
Alecia Nicole Bennerman
Luther Terrence Bethea II
Dajaith Nickcole Bias-Johnson
Briana Nichelle Bloodworth
Alycia Elizabeth Bolger
Brianna Nahtee Boyd
Portland Brewer
Alexis D Brooks
Colleen Cherisse Brooks
Ashton Nicole Broome
Jillian Jorina Bryant
Tiffany Nicole Bullock
Demetri S Cephus
Afshan Chaudhry
Nola Simone Cole
Olivia Elaine Coleman
Tiara Lanaye Cottman
Tyneshea Kelna Zaire Crutchfield
Aliyah Davis
China Nicole Davis
Makaylah Elliott
Mikayla Elliott
Akina Y Emanuel*
D’Yanna Jameese Evans
Alexus Montezia Evans-Davis
Carla Vivienne Flack
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Divine Supreme Forbes  
Torie Danielle Foster  
Octavier Frazier  
Jaylin Latrell Fulton  
Morgan Alexandrea Futrell-McMillan  
Daisha Amber Gaddis  
Talya Alyse Gamble  
Saryeh A Geann  
Merci Jaynatha-Renot Gilbert  
Eugene M Goodman II  
Jaida S Grant  
DeShai Marie Hairston  
Tiana Renee’ Harley  
Kayla Lynae Harrington  
Destiny Leander Haskins  
Shana Henderson  
Desiree Abi Emmanuela Hilaire  
Kenneth Huff  
Robben Kaelessia Hughes-Bennett  
Katia Sylvie Jackson  
Shadea DeJanae Jackson  
Aleciyah Monet Johnson  
Aleigha Marie Johnson  
Kathy L Johnson  
Parnease Shadawn Louise Johnson  
Arionna Nikole Satterfield-Jones  
Christian Dominique Jones  
Jamal R Jones  
Taylor Renee Jordan  
Meristi Amber Kea  
Alexis Taylor Keyes  
Ki’Asia Samari Lassiter  
Stacey Lawson  
Courtney Briana Loury  
Sydni Nicole Love  
Torrey Alfonzo Love  
Imani Ja’merrea Martin  
Nakel Mayes-Sanford  
Sydney D McCallister  
Corey Antwain McCullough Jr  
Asia D Miller  
Isaac Henry Miller IV  
Charles Anthony Moore Jr  
Octavia Moore  
Preshis Mosley  
MacKenzie Nichelle Myers  
Jalen Gabrielle Nelson  
Alexis Leigh Olds  
Dasya Jalez Parker  
Tavellia A Parkins  
Makayla Tyane Parks  
Demario Joseph Perry  
Markia Keturah Rash Peterson-Williamson  
Khadijah Cierra Plum  
A’Laure Shyanne Pope  
Danielle Justina Pope  
Jourdin Mo’Nia Ramsey  
Jo’Lesha Lashawnda Ray  
Ashleigh Readus Johnson  
Khadijah Iman Reid  
Shelvy Patrice Richardson  
Juanita Nalia Rios  
Ronnie Juwan Robinson  
Shadienna Inez Roland  
Anthony L Rucker  
Ayanah Janae Sanders  
Makala D Scott  
Ashlee Nicole Sellers  
Chastity Normandique Silmon  
Alyiah I Slade  
Chianne Marie Naeja Slocombe  
Taylor Rahmaad Smith*  
Sadiya Nahaja Strong  
Jayla Jibriz Thompson  
Mariah Dianne Thompson  
Edolia R Walker  
Taylor Brie Walker  
Aisha Brianna Wall  
Kiarra Lorraine Lane Wall  
Kayla Alexandria Williams  
Nicholas Terrell Williams  
TaeKeem NyQuan Williams  
Lisa Renee’ Wimbush  
Shaniya Alexis Witcher

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPEECH**

Alexis Kiera Bradley  
Jaleesa Monae Burkes  
Imani Atiyah Carmichael  
Jaylah ‘Tyea Cogdell-Searcy  
Amaris Symone’ Roberts  
Tiera Simone Tribble

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPORT SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT**

Isa Aliyy Abdul-Rahman  
Aziza Alasemi  
Lauryn E Anderson  
Kieyan Antonio Anthony  
Maya Sylvia Armstrong  
Major Charles Barbee III  
Alison Marie Barker  
Keiocsha Renee Barnes  
Markevion Shai’Quez Barrett  
Ronnisha Diamque Benjamin-Teasley  
Darion Kristopher Blackmon  
Asya Bionca Boddie  
Khari Aki Bonelli  
Kaylin Alyse Booker  
Johndre’ Rasun Bowser  
Emorej Osborne Bradley  
Paris Dominique Brown  
Tiana Daje’ Brown  
Destiny Dashawn Burgess  
Jalen Tamain Buxton  
Christopher Michael Cadet  
Shynecia Lexus Cameron  
Calvin Kobe Campbell  
Christopher Keion Carter  
Jasmine Tenee Chalmers  
James W Clark III  
Calvin M Clary  
Jhamari Tre’Vonte Cooper  
Laura Imani Cromartie  
Dion Sean Crumlin  
Justin Michael Dorsett  
Tyler Mantra’ Dozier  
Bria Symone Pauline Durr  
Jalyn Monae Edwards  
Mychalante Jamoni Eubanks  
Henry Fullamoie Falla  
Jaylen Alexander Farrar  
Santora Ja’Nea Faulkner  
Ashli Dominique Felton  
Inshallah Ferrell  
Davin Travaughn Floyd  
Eric Lamar Foster Jr  
A’lexis Taekwona Galloway  
Imani A Gerald  
Marcus Lionel Gray Jr  
Landrum Leslie Griffin  
Cameron Devaughn Hairston
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPORT SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT, cont.

Evan Jasiah Hamilton
Ashley Monique Harris
DaTavia Levetta Harris
Indiyah Delenah Harrison
Victoria Milan Harrison
Justin Lee Hartsfield
Dasia Alexus Henderson
Maya Elaine Henry
Marquita Jare’ Hines
Derrick J Horne Jr
Kyin Howard
Kobe David Jackson
Alexis N Jeffers
Adriana L Keith
A’layna Michelle Kelley
Fahsryah Knight
Alegandrina S Lebron
Jakara Lenise Lee
Zachary V Leslie
Brandon Scoey Lewis
Mikala Ka’ Lewis
Tia Alexandra Lewis
Jade Clairavonne Lipscomb
Kenyatta Lamonzie Mallory Jr
Jurek Lemuil Malloy
Timothy Jamal Martin
Najah Nicole Matthews
Colby Ryan Maynor
Aajah Iman McArthur
Thomas Isaiah McCaffity
Braxton Jerel McCall
Derrick Dewayne’ McCrae
Jordan Tyrell McDonald
Tayler Janay McKinney
Essence Lyne McLaurin
Joshua Jerome Douglas Miller
Bruce Edward Mitchell ll
Jaylan Maurice Mitchell
Jada Marie Moore
Tynesha Patrice Moore
Nicole Rena Morgan
Ruvarashe Tichafrica Mukelabai
Keifer R Oates Jr
Samirah Christina Odoms
Corvonn Khyree Peebles
Carrie Devita Privette
Najee Malik Reams
Savannah Danielle Rice
Mikala Shanice Richmond
Kelinesha Renee Riddick
Kayla Lindsay Riley
Keshonda Don’iece Roberson
Samantha Roberson
Tejyricha Robinson
De’Jon Olekus Rogers
Lataya Ayesha Rose
Mirah Leigh Rose
Paryse L Roseberry
Keyanna Rousseau
Noel Ruiz
Jahmari Tyree Sandifer
Omadi G Sarr
Candice C Simmons
Julius Demontre’ Simmons
Shyheim Jakwan Small
Leon Earl Smalls
Erykah Christina Smith
Jawan A’Ke’e Smith
Kelson Martin Smith
Ma’Hazia Moet Smith
Enziyah Carmeesha Spivey
Briana Renee Stanley
Ryne James Stanley
Antony Steed
Lauren Marcella Sullivan
Ajhanae Latrianna Richardson
Armien Matsie Thigpen
Destiny Arlynn Thornton
Katlynn Elizabeth Trollinger
Zachary Charod Underwood
Da’jah Monae Walker
Shareen N Washington
Taylor Mariah Washington
Shy’re Jahnnae Welch
Demetrius Jamel Wilkins
Bria Catherine Williams
JaCoya Elizabeth Williams
Stephanie Kay Williams
Sun-Sara’ Joi Williams
Yakira Chardae Williams
Camden Alexander Williamson
Walter Samuel Wilson
EboNi Nicole Woodard
LaTisha Unique McCoy-Best
Sharon Evans Melchor
Tina Dove Mills
Jasmyn D Neal
Ngumabih Ngu
Jaelyn Saniya Obery
Whitney Nicole Odom
Beatrice Amanda Paneto
Stacey Rosetta Adel Parrish
Marie Anna Pastorino
Jennifer Portee
Tenisha Johnsetta Ragland
Jarvis De’Kovan Roberts
Niya R Robinson
Jahid Kwaku Ross
Kary Kaur
Serissa Elena Sanchez
Jeffery David Sappelt Jr
Chandler Nicole Simms
Daja Cherie Slade
Tia Malikah Smith
Jasmine Renee Sneed
Toni Nacole Walker
Paige Meinon Way
Renee Lee Williams
Timetra Patrice Williams-Sanders
Vanessa Rae Wilson
Ashley Chanel Wright
Koya Renee Yancy
Kimberly Graham Young

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Jordan Tyrell McDonald
Yakira Chardae Williams
Camden Alexander Williamson
Walter Samuel Wilson
EboNi Nicole Woodard
LaTisha Unique McCoy-Best
Sharon Evans Melchor
Tina Dove Mills
Jasmyn D Neal
Ngumabih Ngu
Jaelyn Saniya Obery
Whitney Nicole Odom
Beatrice Amanda Paneto
Stacey Rosetta Adel Parrish
Marie Anna Pastorino
Jennifer Portee
Tenisha Johnsetta Ragland
Jarvis De’Kovan Roberts
Niya R Robinson
Jahid Kwaku Ross
Kary Kaur
Serissa Elena Sanchez
Jeffery David Sappelt Jr
Chandler Nicole Simms
Daja Cherie Slade
Tia Malikah Smith
Jasmine Renee Sneed
Toni Nacole Walker
Paige Meinon Way
Renee Lee Williams
Timetra Patrice Williams-Sanders
Vanessa Rae Wilson
Ashley Chanel Wright
Koya Renee Yancy
Kimberly Graham Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Angelica Marie Blair
Jada Marie Moore
Allison Elizabeth Amburn
Danielle R Ashton
Jameshia Tiona Barr
Dillon M Clayton
Mariana Souadou Diallo
Audra Dowden
Tiara Latoi Evans
J’Nai Dionne Everett
Kayla Mie’ Fields
Leigh Anne Finch
Sherrell Gonzalez
Demetriea Lavett Hagler
Alana Kay Hodges
Tiffany L Hyman
Gene Andrew Kelly
Gregory D Kuttles
Young Eun Lee
Mahder Mamo
Niara Nicole McCauley
LaTisha Unique McCoy-Best
Sharon Evans Melchor
Tina Dove Mills
Jasmyn D Neal
Ngumabih Ngu
Jaelyn Saniya Obery
Whitney Nicole Odom
Beatrice Amanda Paneto
Stacey Rosetta Adel Parrish
Marie Anna Pastorino
Jennifer Portee
Tenisha Johnsetta Ragland
Jarvis De’Kovan Roberts
Niya R Robinson
Jahid Kwaku Ross
Kary Kaur
Serissa Elena Sanchez
Jeffery David Sappelt Jr
Chandler Nicole Simms
Daja Cherie Slade
Tia Malikah Smith
Jasmine Renee Sneed
Toni Nacole Walker
Paige Meinon Way
Renee Lee Williams
Timetra Patrice Williams-Sanders
Vanessa Rae Wilson
Ashley Chanel Wright
Koya Renee Yancy
Kimberly Graham Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Angelica Marie Blair
Jada Marie Moore
Allison Elizabeth Amburn
Danielle R Ashton
Jameshia Tiona Barr
Dillon M Clayton
Mariana Souadou Diallo
Audra Dowden
Tiara Latoi Evans
J’Nai Dionne Everett
Kayla Mie’ Fields
Leigh Anne Finch
Sherrell Gonzalez
Demetriea Lavett Hagler
Alana Kay Hodges
Tiffany L Hyman
Gene Andrew Kelly
Gregory D Kuttles
Young Eun Lee
Mahder Mamo
Niara Nicole McCauley
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Thomas R Green Jr
Tsahi Ramona Hacker
Jon Wanya Hamilton
Summer Nicole Herring
Jasmyn Dominique Hill
TyBrea Hopkins
Janica Teara Horne
Jayda Andrea Monique Hunt
Johnnie Morris Johnson III
Zhane’ Nicole Johnson
Caslin Colleen Lee
Davion M Mayfield-Pearson
Destini Monae McKeithan
Yhesani Asha’Nia Means
Christina Marie Montalto
Emagine Asha Montgomery
Nadia Janae Moore
Amber Danielle Moss
Bobbie Nobles
Brenda Perez-Ocampo
Alana Celeste Plowden
Cynthia Williams Ragin
Mentzie Abdul Rahman
Qadeerah Yaasmeen Muhammad Richardson
Taniqua Lashun Shields
LaToria Carolyn Smith
Quaron Na’Shear Smith
Teja Theresa Smith
Hannah Nicole Sowell
Vaniya Anthay Tisdale
Madison Lynette Walker
Moiqua Walker
Kahaniyah Webster

Shiquille King
Jairon Nh’iem McLean
Joshua Andrew Melton
DaQuan Malik Moultrie
Mahamane Soumaila Moussa
Alfred R Noble
Charles Anthony Reader
Terry Cordell Small
Tikiarah Yanaisha Stephenson
Omisha’ Quentrell Stewart
Mikaya Shanese Wilson
Yousef Bassam Yousef

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
AND METEOROLOGY

Mariah Nicole Bush
Aniya Lynn Tyson
Jackson Tyler Wiles

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Ashley Jenise Addison
Abiola O Adesoye
Shannon Nicole Atkins
Ashonta Dashoun Atkinson
Jamestris Reona Avery
Shama Bakhet
Kammikia Maria Barnes
Kaylah L Barnes
Kalyyn Monae Bauldwin
Tamira-Marie Frances Bickems
Ryan Jade Bills
Cashmir Fahim Blount
Dequan Bowman
Amina A Bradley
Taylor Alexandra Bullock
Kiyonte Gureal Butler
Whitney Nicole Butler
Jo’Nyqua Lyana Cameron
Shatana Tarell Dalton
Gabrielle D Davis
Zhanaysha Tanae Dawson
Lexis J Deshazor-Burnett
Zyon C DeVaughn
Ashlyn Nicole Dunn-Cotten
Desmond Davell Durham
Lauren Michelle Enoch
Andrea Nicole Felder
Elsie Marie Fleming
Kayynne Mychele Fletcher
Maria Lovette Ford
Asia Shakari Fulmore
Synphane La’shawn Gibbs
Kansington Caroline Glasco
Nzia Imani Hall
Kyra Lenora Manon Halliday
Sheliah Yvonne Harris

Shania Lyniece Hickman
Adenike Q Irby-Shabazz
Brittney Tierra Jackson
Robin Elizabeth Jones
Miyoshi Ming Keppel
Alexis Symone Kimbrough
Jamiya Arie’l Kornegay
Niara Lara
Samantha Kristina Leath
Douglas Quinton Douglas
Destiny Lania Marquez
Cameron A Martin
Jennifer Kim Matherly
Tyesha Leigh McAlister
Cinia Charell McCray
Chandler A McCumings
Lastasia D McKnight
Kasia Murphy
Shenique M Myrie
Naomi Michelle Newsome
Nichyly’ Alexus Nickelson
Kyerra Imari’ Adrianna Norris
Mychaud Monee Parks
Kasi Azaria Pelle
Aaron Thomas Phillips
Brianna Natchelle Poole
Mia Nicole Pope
Kailyn Michelle Price
Anthony R Roberson
Erica Nicole Robinson
Imani Natasha Shamburger
Chantelle Ro’Niesha Shuler
Alicia Simone Skinner
Ayonna Lashae Smith
Alexandria Nicole Stanton
Cydney Danielle Steele
Kennedy La’Aarion Stewart
Reynah McKennon Taylor
Malayah Brianne Thompson
Ashley Janice Tolson
Marchael Tom-Johnson
Taiyah Monae Townsend
Samya Tugal
Octavie Alise Waynewood
Lex’eee Latane Wilson
Anisa Akili Wise
Dominique Moshae’ Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMISTRY

Nichole A Barrett
Jasmine R Flowers
Cori Nashelle Fuller
Destiny D Gamble
Ayanna Michelle Sims
Makayla Jean Holliday-Surles
Sakilae Jaha Miller White

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Diane Ahmed
Jonathan Ifondo Boele
Derrick Shenaard Brown Jr
Alek James Buie
Morice Antuan Burnett
Keljan Antonio Burnette
Thomas Matthew Bynum
Goler Livingstone Collins IV
Kelsey John Evans
Rickardo Anthony Grant Jr
Daron R Harris
Jayla Renee Howard
Christopher Deon Jackson
William McClay Jessup Jr

2020
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Vielka Leanne Barber
DeAndria Marisa Bryant
Dedriyon Mon eyeh Cook Daughtridge
Amir Dannell Evans
Kayla Beatrice Rose Gore
Benjamin Ronald Lawrence
JayR JaQuan Lewis
Antwain Andrew Mercurius
Paul Obinna Okeke
Indya D Strickland
Preston Alexander Tootle

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
Kevin Alberto Corcino Ferrer
Malachi Maxwell Glass
John Willys Glenn II
Shelton K Hall

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Brittany Yvonne Brown
Clifton Arnold Brown
Katie Elizabeth Gibbons
Olivia Simone Ingram
Sirena Donella Manuel
Eric J Muscanell
Viviana Y Paredes Buendia
Monte Dontae Simpson
Edward M Spain
Cicily C Springs
Madison Nicole White
Craig Dean Whitehead

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOMATICS
Jefferson Wade Canoy
Daniel John Fogleman
Serena Oletha Moody
Dustin Kyle Riddle
Jeffrey Spencer Stickley

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Shanese Donnay Black
Lazaire Preston Brown Jr
David Ju’Wan Burnette
Sierra Marquise Carelock
Ashley Nicole Dickerson
Javion Malik Faison
Johnathan Alexander Ferguson
Tierra Deann Flowers
Isaiah Rodnell Harris
Damenica D Jones
Keith Jones
Nicholas Brandon Keyes
Shanae Cherise Killings-Thomas
Brianna Simone Kirby
Todd C McCauley
Mikalah A Muhammad
Darian Keith Oates
Jamar Anthony Plunkett
Coletta P Seals
Cheyenne E Threadgill-Cunningham
DeMari Davon Tyner
Alana Camille Via
Angel Shiana Walker
Kendra Sharice Wiggins-Pittman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Joseph Timothy Aggrey
Earl Lamont Alexander Jr
David Attakorah
Nar iah Uchechi Kamal u Barnes
Erica Hood Batt s
Terrell James Belfield
Bianca Blair
Justin Maurice Brown
Adonis Rashad Spencer Bunch
Irene Vada Bunker
Bria NaJoya Bynum
Carson Michael Calcutt
Phillip X Clark
Brent Michael Curtis
Imani Fatimah Nia DelMarr
Nigel Douglas Devane
Dagnes Dian
Timothy Bueya Dikatulu
Saivon Braxton Edens
Onoriodo Joseph Emukarhowhotite
Cameron Lajon Frazier
Deau n K Gadson
Dani e Steven Hamilton
Joshua Harrison Harper
Jaydah Celeste Hayden
Desmond Tyrone Herbin
Ndayiragije Innocent
Christopher M Jacks
Edwin Brian Langston
Jessica Devona Lewis
Violetta Danuta Maj
Muhammad Ali Malik
Ki’Yona Symone McClary
Marwin Leon McCoy
Julian Rickey McCrey
André’ Shahid McGuire
Karla Yvetta Moore
Abdel P Mouliom
Melanie Ayanna Murrill
Raejon Detorious Peterson
Hung Pham
James Bernard Richardson II
Isiah Dashawn Robinson
Langston Keith Scott
Joshua Amoako Sem
Taylor Shaw
Jalen Maurice Sims
Varmuyan V Sirleaf
Naazharae Dream Smith
Reshaun Smith
Cartrell Javonte Speller
Nadia Chuffon Stabler
Deamion Dason Stancil
Prince Keshfay Stewart
Daia Zhane Stokes
Emmanuel Shawn Jordan Vargas
Scott Allen Vick
Daphne Jamila Waker
Myles D Walker

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Fnu Arbaaz Mohideen
Brian Michael Blackmon
Tiyana L Carter
Candace Faith Clinkscale
Mikayla Ashlyn Douglas
Yasmin Yvonne-Marjorie Eady-Nichols
Jazmine J Gray
Terence Dewight Lloyd
Diamond Shekinah Mangrum*
Jahnae L McFarland
Madison Denise McGary
Marqus T Mcclelland Parker
Rachel Agatha Lynsey Shikmut
Briyan Sykes-Patterson
Tanisha Monique Thomas
Divinity Dhaira D’Shay Whitfield

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MOTORSPORTS TECHNOLOGY
Matthew Dillon Davis-Goode
Jacques Christian Jean Jr
Manuel Enrique Marti-Sanchez
Jequalyn T Parrish
Zarek J Singletery

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
KeJuan J Davis
Shakeila Latrice Davis
JaVaughn Mykel Gordon
Kaylyn Reese
Cheilia Thompson
David Mark Vermillion
2020
MASTER'S
AND DOCTORAL
GRADUATES

* Students awarded two degrees
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Hailey Askew Batchelor
Taylor Grace Campbell
Jessica Beth Cook
Lauren Sealey Dall
Tahash Nakile Hargett
Erik Tirrell Hartsfield
Taylor Knittel Jenkins
Shae Nicole King
Joshua Brady Mays
Christina Alexandria Miller
Morgan Leigh Molihan
Kimberly Faye Moody
Joseph McArthur Nesbit
Johnathan Lee Pratt*
Ke’Aira A Prevard
Joshua R Snider
Cassidy Noelle Starnes
Emily Sue Temple
Raymond Loushoun Trapp
Tommell Emmanuel Wilcox
Samantha Jo Wilson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
Christina V Bradshaw
Ryan Matthew Clark
Freda Elikem Dorbu
Favour Edem Dzissah
Sanjaya Ghimire
Marquis Harper
Arjun Kafle
Jamal Musah
Paul Chigozie Omaliko
Ricky Nimako Owusu
Brandon Quinn-Ivey
Dominique Jasmine Stewart
Morgan Bernadette Verrett

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Olugbenga Tolulope Balogun
Rabiatu Bonku
Erika Choiniere
Ezinne Chinetugo Chukwu
Breonna D Johnson
William D Lawson III
Alexis Kaylyn Sharkey

COLLEGE OF ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGLISH AND AFRICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
Alexus Monae Coston
Dyta Chrissy Egerton
Reynita Marcia McMillan
Jessica Lynn Ridgeway

WILLIE A. DEESE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Hailey Askew Batchelor
Taylor Grace Campbell
Jessica Beth Cook
Lauren Sealey Dall
Tahash Nakile Hargett
Erik Tirrell Hartsfield
Taylor Knittel Jenkins
Shae Nicole King
Joshua Brady Mays
Christina Alexandria Miller
Morgan Leigh Molihan
Kimberly Faye Moody
Joseph McArthur Nesbit
Johnathan Lee Pratt*
Ke’Aira A Prevard
Joshua R Snider
Cassidy Noelle Starnes
Emily Sue Temple
Raymond Loushoun Trapp
Tommell Emmanuel Wilcox
Samantha Jo Wilson

MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY
Kelvina Dorcas Dei-Turni
Cierra Raquel Greene
Malcolm Lewis Ransom
Raymond Dumas White

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Meena Albu Shamah
Joseph Aning
Moet Kristine Askew
Mohamed A Bakie
Tameeka Barnes
Joshua Anton Bergmann
Rebecca Akeva Bondima
Tanya Marie Boyer
Sidney Logan Ariel Bradley
Ranicka Chane’l Butler
Schimone Pope Cheek
Flora Cherotich
Rokia Rachel Cisse
Ina Yehrina Colon-Vilafranca
Fabiana Melisa Constable
Christopher Travis Cuthbertson
Brittney N Davis
Ivy Nicole Fisher
Sherrell Zha’Net Ford
James A Gandy
Imani Alia Greene
Ariana Genee Johnson
Ebonie Katrina Jones
Gwendolyn Lovette Keahey
Munam Ilyas Khan
Waleed Farouk Ismail Khidr
Alesha Helena Lewis
Aliyah Inez Jane McLaughlin
Shanicie Tanae’ Newkirk
Hamed Pakravan

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

WILLIE A. DEESE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

MASTER OF ARTS IN READING EDUCATION
Barbara Annette Lewis

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Imani Joi Abraham
Frederick L Akman
Kia Aponte
Sherry Yvette Bailey Short
Carl O Baldwin
Madison Lynn Bartholomew
Ross Elizabeth Blackman
Joshua Ramier Bowman
Anna Joyce Brown
Courtney Beatty Burns
Krystale Lynne Campbell
Lindsey Cole
Ta’Quan Lamont Cooper
Dyonne Anara Diggs
Shashonda L Dukes
Darren Dmitri Echols
Cephonia Vanessa Gilmore
Anderlicia Lean’l Glass
Monet Nicole Greene
Qeona Greer
Reginald Maurice Griffin Jr
Tomaso H Grissom
Jamilliah Marie Halley
Justine Daniel Wade Hamby
Matthew Hamilton-Jones
Ryan Stewart Henderson
Daisha Adenae Jacobs
Morganne Kirkman
Lashonda Katrina McAdoo
Monica Mary Melia-Onnen
2020

Elliot Torrie Miley
Jaleccia Unae Moses
April Renee Moye
Marnie Watson Parris
Brandon Sherard Powell
Avery Deshawn Reese
Brenton Rashon Robinson
Yolanda McDaniel Rogers
Anquenette S Shackleford
Jordan Brooke Thompson
Ennis Claire Wallace
Cagney Denise Williams

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ADULT EDUCATION**

Leann Anderson
Kenesha Regina Bigelow
Timarashay Gabrielle Bracewell
Camela B Broadnax
Danya Shanice Collins
Lisa Thompson Dunlap
Simone Denise Evans
Timothy Lavelle Fox Jr
Brittany Elles Harris
Ramona C Hart
Demarius LeVar Hunt
Quishun D Jenkins
Alicia R Jones
Keyonna Oshante’ Joyner
LaShaunta Love Lamont
Jordan Marquece-Gladyn Lee
Chenetta D Mallette
Ashley Ingram May
Pamela McAdoo-Rogers
Dinah Michele Neal
Latonio Terrell Nichols
Rebecca Ann Oldham
Cameron D Philyaw
Ziaire Prevard
Tori Kaeah Ray
Ronique Enjoli Rogers
Gloria Christian Slayton
Jelani D Small
Niae Nikole Tibbs
Courtney Michelle Tyree
Chinelo Melika Washington
Jazzmine D Williams
Zadaisha Jikia Young Waddell

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING**

Marie Pierrette Antoine
Mia Janeen Butler
Brittany Dowdy
Terri Terrell Faison
Jacqueline Wells Harris
Precious Shekinah Hunter
Arlisa LaGene Johnson
Miranda Nicole Lowery
Kadeejah L Miller
Catherine Ann Muse
Aleah Mary Phillips
Vanessa Boisvert Robertson
LaVonne Lenair Russell
Janae’ Chiffon Stitt
Dominique Mona Watts
Chelsea S White

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION**

Kimberly Faustine Chadwick
Jodi Hyler Chester
YasnaDine Croom
Brittney R Dennis
Tannahia Michelle Dukes
Yvonne Anita Eason
Diamyn Chela Goss
Ashley Talley Hewitt
Robin Yvette Hill-Tucker
John Carl Hughes
Tabitha Diane Miles
Johnathan Fitzgerald Moore
Brittany Robertson
Lovie Knight Roscoe
Sonya Pemberton Shaw
Lisa Mooring Taylor
Shayla Rene’ Thompson

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SCHOOL COUNSELING**

Yulissa Desiree Balsamo
BriJea Ciara Caitlyn Colvin
Danielle Nikole Donaldson
Frank Patterson Fairley Jr
Jerrod Blain Johnson
Te’Ana S Mason
Tabria S D Palmer
Cody James Perdue
Amanda Michele Saunders
Camilla Janell Smith
Shelby Ann Snyder
Ciera Rogenia Spady

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN LEADERSHIP STUDIES**

Don Kirk Beatty
Gary Lamont Brown
Catina Ann Galloway
Debna Renee Hunt
Ayisha Zakia Jefferson-Evans
Lamont Josiah Johnson
Michelle L. Koenig
Ashley Marshall
Angela Evette Maxwell

Shinika Michelle McKielever
Keyunda Rachelle Miller
B Dexter Sharp II
Darryl Adrian Spivey
Belinda R White
Brian Neil Wolford

**DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN REHABILITATION COUNSELING AND REHABILITATION COUNSELOR EDUCATION**

Travis S Andrews
Terrilyn Renee’ Battle
Jennifer Denee Dashiel-Shoffner
Sadell Maria Guess
Shakeerah Dijeon Lawrence
Melanie K Marshall
Stewart D Middleton
Pamela Siobohn Middleton
Alayna Ashley Thomas

**COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING**

Emmanuel Okakunle Atoyebi
Malique Jomay Brunner
Christian B Chavis
Ebonee Diamond Fleming
Charles Ijoma
Sienna Caniece Pollock
Dylan Rutledge
Andrisha Georgiana Smith
Vikram Surendran
Quantasia S Wooten

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING**

Omoesola Comfort Ajayi
Obinna Stanley Chikezi
Chiemeka Paulmartins Chukwudoro
Georgia Leigh Kimbell
Deborah Oluwafunmilayo Olawuni

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING**

Chigozie Martin Amalu
Abdalhamid Mohammed Sobahi Arbab
Mohamed Nouri Benhasan
Kingsley Oh Ezezobor
Seyedali Mirmotalebi Sohi
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Mohammed Saad Abdulwahhab
Wiggins Shannon Brown
Cody Cochran Byrd
Charles Lawrence Vance Carrington
Ramya Eleni
Leyu Gao
William Hetchly
Patrick Steven Hines
Yang Liu
Jasmine Nicole Mabrey
Amos Mutai
Isaac Kendale Sampson
George Michael Thompson
Matthew Dwayne Trotter
Corithian M Williams

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Prosenjit Chatterjee
Rushit Rakesh Dave
Imano Ricardo Williams

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Alian Anzagira
Ira Wendell Bates II
Jannatun Naher
Surya Ratna Kiran Nalamati
Nima Namvar
Gabriel Anuoluwapo Popoola

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN
INDUSTRIAL AND
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Hussain Faiz Abualkhair
Janetta Celeste Brown
Ritson Kirt Delphish
Sefakor Fianu
Abhayamsinh Hambirrao Gaikwad
Jahiani Immanuel Odujole
Santosh Kumar Parupelli
Sima Sabahi

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Devi Mounika Chilukuri
Nikhil Reddy Mucha
Surabhi Shaji
Christopher Owen Thomas

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SCIENCES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
DATA SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Rita Aseye Ablordeppey

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Kalaiyarasi Aladiyan
Jingbo Cheng
Asim Khan
Alan Gerard Kruger

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL
AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Akremm A Abdelnoor
Aderonke Oluwayemisi Bankole-Falaye
Iendi Kynik Brown
Saleigh Quinnique Derico
Dominiqueca Rosemary Edwards
Nskak Gabriel Harry
Kelvin Kwasi Kwakye
Jahiani Immanuel Odujole
Joseph Alan Penfield
Radiah F Pinckney
Alexis Vernice Thornton

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN
COMPUTATIONAL DATA SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
Nicole Dione Dean

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN
COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
Hussam Jameel AL-barakati
Cynthia A Glass

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
IN COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
Hanjira Alaa Al-Akeel
Cheryn Noelle Carriere
Kajal Deb
Cheri Taylor Davis
Samantha J Michelle Easton
Khadijanah Ramazani
Zhongwei Yu

JOINT MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
(WITH UNC GREENSBORO)
Dalia Antunez
Cyhesa Baird Ward
Kylee Naschel Barry
Sydney Alexandra Allison Battle
Sydneigh Nicole Beatty
Sydney Anne Belton
Kayla Rose Blanton
Cherie Monet Bohaboy
Katelyn Elizabeth Brady
Jourdan Marie Brickey
Rhonda Sade’ Brown
Chase Graham Carroll

JOINT SCHOOL OF NANOSCIENCE
AND NANOENGINEERING

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
NANOENGINEERING
Md Al-Amin
Kingsford Asare
Nirmaly Barua
Shashwata Chakraborty
Kendall Deon Dawkins
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN NANOENGINEERING
Qassim Hassan Mohamed Ahmed Dirar
Nafeezuddin Mohammad
Sharmista Pratipati
Atul Rawal
Sahil Tahiliani

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Tahir Mohamed Ahmed Bashir
Phillip Alexander Gowins
Joseph Lewis Graves

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
AJana Samone Blackwell
Meagan Denise Bridges
Frederick Z Godfrey Jr
Mesha Wilsona Guinyard
Aubria Westlee Harris-Summons
Billal Khaled
Pragy Nepal
Aideisha Denise Renee Smith
Shabreya O'ne Vample

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Alexandra K Lebby
Samira Munkaila

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Bimbola Kafayat Aderibigbe
Anna Abla Adzomfoa
Christina Cecilia Banania
James Edward Barnes
Ashton O Blair
Summer Renee Bracey
Christa Elizabeth Denese Bryant
Yolonda Caldwell Burgess
Unique Jeanette Butler
Chelsea S Cagle
Justin Jermaine Cates
Jeffrey Brenden Chavis
Antonio Ramone Davis
Elizabeth Monique Davis
Katherine Diane Davis
Tyler Duncan
Elom Michel Angela Edoh
Sally Eliza Harrill
Shadelle Sade Herring-Goodson
Maria Jordan Himbry

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Sada M Boyd-Vorsah
Sherette Shantavia Godfrey
Dammah Otieno
Rohit S Ranabhat
Damon Michael Smith

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
William Agyakwah
Si Zhu
INDUCTION OF GRADUATES INTO
THE NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL
AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, INC.

I hereby solemnly pledge allegiance to my Alma Mater in appreciation for the opportunities for development afforded me as a student at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University.

I pledge active membership in the North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University Alumni Association wherever I may be. Through association with fellow alumni, I shall forever do my best to uphold the ideals and traditions of my Alma Mater.

I pledge to exemplify high ideals by rendering positive and dignified service to the community, state, nation and world, thus living to bring honor and respect to my Alma Mater.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Venessa C. Harrison, Chair
Hilda Pinnix-Ragland, Vice Chair
John W. Bluford III, Secretary
Calvin Brodie
Mark Copeland
William A. Dudley
Kimberly Gatling
Paul L. Jones
Timothy King
George D. Mainor
Joseph R. Parker Jr.
Bhaskar Venepalli
Brenda Caldwell, SGA President

2020-2021

CABINET

Dr. Harold L. Martin Sr., Chancellor
Dr. Beryl C. McEwen, Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Erin Hill Hart, Chief of Staff
Robert Pompey Jr., Vice Chancellor for Business and Finance
Christina Brogdon, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources
Dr. Eric Muth, Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development
Dr. Melody C. Pierce, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Kenneth E. Sigmon Jr., Vice Chancellor for University Advancement
Henry Thomas Jackson, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology Services / CIO
Dr. Melissa Holloway, General Counsel for Legal Affairs
Earl M. Hilton III, Director of Athletics

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

April Cobb, Co-chair
Dr. Alesia Ferguson, Co-chair
Dr. Stephanie Luster-Teasley, Co-chair
Tonya Ammons
Cynthia Beasley
Shannon Bennett
Crystal Boyce
Frank Bravo II
Lt. Col. Natalie Bynum
Brenda Caldwell
Cherrie Chrisp
Bobby Cuthbertson
Teresa Davis
Camryn Deanes
Dr. Jason Depolo
Tonya Dixon
Serelyn Green
Vanessa Hairston
Dr. Julius Harp
Dr. John Henry Jr.
Nassir Holden
Malia Jones
David Lennon
Dr. Tracie Lewis
Janice Martin
Sharon Mitchell
Ed Moye
Jacques Pierre
Brianna Rascoe
Dr. Kelly Rowett-James
Enoch Sarku
Todd Simmons
Victor Solomon
Erica Thompson
Lt. Col. Mark Whisler
Michaele Wiggins

FACULTY MARSHALS

Chief Marshal/Mace Bearer
Dr. Julius Harp

College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences
Dr. Jennifer Beasley
Dr. Derrick Coble
Dr. Steve Cancian
Dr. Kinglsey Ekwemalor

College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
Dr. Marrissa Dick
Mr. Gregory Horton
Dr. Arwin Smallwood
Dr. Carla Coates
Dr. Jeffery Mack
Dr. Sheila Whitley

College of Business and Economics
Willie A. Deese
Dr. Peter Theuri
Dr. Christina Tupper
Dr. Se Ho Cho
Dr. Nicole McCoy

College of Education
Dr. Jeff Wolfgang
Dr. Shon Smith

College of Engineering
Dr. Jacqueline Chestnut
Dr. Mookesh Dhanasar
Dr. Arvid Chandrasekaran
Dr. John Kizito

John R. and Kathy R. Hairston College of Health and Human Sciences
Dr. Jeannette Wade
Dr. Lisa Workman
Dr. Gloria Elliott
Dr. Yvonne Ford

College of Science and Technology
Dr. James Kribs
Dr. Scott Harrison
Dr. Xiaochuan Lu
Dr. Robert Newman

The Graduate College
Dr. Bishnu Bastakoti
Dr. Grace Gowdy
Dr. Kelsie Bernot

STUDENT MARSHALS

Verdant Julius, SGA President
Zaria Woodford, Miss A&T
Joshua Suiter, Mister A&T

INTERPRETERS

Latoya Jordan
Valerie McMillan

ANNOUNCER

Joseph Level

North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University is an AA/EEO employer and it is an ADA compliant institution; thus, facilities are designed to provide accessibility to individuals with physical disabilities.
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